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1 Introduction

An eminent legal theorist and political philosopher, Hans Kelsen, once deplored the

multifacetedness and ambiguity of sovereignty with the following words: ”The

term ”sovereignty”, while denoting one of the most important concepts of the theory

of national and international law, has a variety of meanings, a fact that causes

regrettable confusion in this theory” (Kelsen 1969: 115). Indeed, so contested is the

concept that some legal and political philosophers have proposed that in the name of

accuracy, the concept should be jettisoned altogether. One prominent voice claiming

this is the French philosopher Jacques Maritain, who provocatively asserted that if

we are to think in a consistent manner, we have to discard the concept (Maritain

1969: 61). Yet, as Philpott (2001: 16) observes, sovereignty has been and is

continually referred to by statespersons, Members of Parliament, diplomats and by

anyone concerned of authority, and that without sovereignty contemporary

international relations do not exist.

A well-known definition of sovereignty is that of F.H. Hinsley: “the term sovereignty

originally and for a long time expressed the idea that there is a final and absolute

authority in the political community” (Hinsley 1986: 1, cited in Kalmo and Skinner

2010: 2). Martti Koskenniemi, Academy Professor of International Law at the

University of Helsinki, states that although it is notoriously hard to give any fixed

meaning of sovereignty, it usually is connected with ideas of independence and self-

determination. (Koskenniemi 2005: 240). Bartelson (1995: 17) explains that

sovereignty exhibits a dual and constitutive character, as its internal and external,

domestic and international aspects, are often divided, and the concept is viewed as an

organizing principle or a constitutive rule.

Sovereignty can be approached from different disciplinary frameworks such as a

legal or a political one, or from a legal-political continuum as in this study.

Koskenniemi (2005: 239) argues that no choice of preference can be made between

legal and political aspects of sovereignty, but rather that they cannot be juxtaposed

and function in a complimentary manner. Sovereignty is also an emotive and a

cultural-historically bounded concept, which can take various incarnations in an

individual human mind or in the collective memory or consciousness of a society.
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The modern, territorial, political entity known as the sovereign state has become such

a profound and natural authority configuration in the international system that it is

hard to visualize an alternative, successful organizing system for the global arena.

However, from the 1945 onwards, the world has witnessed extensive economic,

political and social changes that have transformed the international system in which

states operate and cooperate. According to Bartelson (2006: 464-465), scholars

debating about sovereignty came from two opposing camps: those contending that

the golden age of state sovereignty is waning because of subnational and

supranational forces, and those claiming that despite the new authority configurations

allegedly erode state sovereignty, the state will remain the principal agent in the

international arena and the concept of sovereignty remains central. According to

Walker (2003: vii) sovereignty is subject to growing criticism as a normative concept

in the explanation and justification of the emergent legal and political authority

constellations. Still, as Walker (ibid: vii) remarks, sovereignty retains an important

currency and functions as a key operating principle in the realms of constitutional,

international and supranational law. A pressing question is what the conceptual

relevancy of sovereignty in this context is.

This Master’s thesis portrays Britain as the case study on how the Members of

Parliament (MP) of the United Kingdom (UK) have conceived sovereignty in the

latter half of the twentieth-century within the context of European integration and

globalization. There are two primary reasons why Britain is an excellent candidate to

conduct this study on. Firstly, because the principle of Parliamentary sovereignty is

fundamental within the framework of the uncodified constitution of the United

Kingdom, and secondly, because traditionally Britain has had a more protective

stance towards its sovereignty than its neighbours have on the continent. As Liddle

(2014: xxxvii) writes, British politicians from left to right in the political spectrum

hold on to the indivisible sovereignty of Parliament. My research question goes as

follows:

What dimensions have the British parliamentarians’ sovereignty discourses

reflected since the inception of European integration and globalization?

For the purpose of determining whether British sovereignty discourses have changed,

the usage of sovereignty by the Members of Parliament in three different decades is
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examined. The periods examined, with the following key events taking place, are

firstly, the unravelling of the British Empire and the founding of the European

Community (EC) after the Schuman Declaration (the 1950s), secondly, the British

accession to the EC (the 1970s) and thirdly, the post-modern era of increasing

globalization during which also the European Union (EU) was established (the

1990s). The cornerstone of this thesis is what I call a matrix of sovereignty, which is

based on the academic debates of sovereignty. In the matrix, sovereignty is allocated

different dimensions and disaggregated to parts. I aim to answer the research

question by determining which dimension of sovereignty the speaker is invoking

when using the concept of sovereignty. If the profiles of the dimensions are the same

in the three decades, it indicates that no significant changes in the parliamentarians’

sovereignty discourses have occurred. If the parliamentarians have invoked different

dimensions of sovereignty to a different degree in the three decades, it indicates that

their sovereignty discourses have indeed transformed and reflected the political

context. The dimensions allocated to sovereignty are domestic sovereignty, juridical

sovereignty, supranational sovereignty, Parliamentary sovereignty, contractual

sovereignty, the theoretical dimension and the deconstructive dimension. In the

Analysis, I will elaborate on the distinctions between the dimensions. I have

formulated a tripartite hypothesis, which proposes that the data shows a peak in the

frequency of a) juridical sovereignty in the 1950s, b) Parliamentary sovereignty in

the 1970s and c) the deconstructive dimension in the 1990s.

The British traditionally prefer intergovernmental cooperation between sovereign

nation-states to supranational decision-making and transferring powers outside the

country. There has always been a characteristically British scepticism towards the

deepening and widening of European integration (Allen 2005: 120). It has been a

factor leading to disagreements with continental governments having a more

federalist outlook. The result of the British referendum on Brexit is the latest

evidence of the island’s difficult relationship with the European Union. Three

months after the referendum on 23rd June 2016, the British Prime Minister Theresa

May announced her vision for Britain after Brexit during the Conservative Party

Conference and stated: “We are going to be a fully-independent, sovereign country, a

country that is no longer part of a political union with supranational institutions that
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can override national parliaments and courts”1. The fact that the Prime Minister

mentioned sovereignty in her announcement highlights the importance of the concept

for the UK. The rightness of imposing the European legal heritage to the Anglophone

politico-legal context has been debated in the UK since the Schuman Declaration in

1950. The meaning of sovereignty, its transference to international organizations, and

indeed Britain’s on/off relationship with the EU, have triggered much scholarly

research. To the best of my knowledge, the political elites’ conceptualizations, usage

and construction of sovereignty are much less studied. The primary objective of this

study is, then, to examine the conceptualizations the British parliamentarians have

attributed to sovereignty and to identify the dimensions of their sovereignty

discourses. I approach their discourses from a constructionist viewpoint, arguing that

the concept of sovereignty is constructed in discourses, and that the sovereignty-

construct has direct repercussions on how the concept of sovereignty is practiced in

the national and international legal frameworks. As Troper (2010: 137) puts it,

sovereignty has no existence independently of the language of the law.

In Chapter 2, I will present the theoretical framework of the study. I will review

academic debates on sovereignty; how has sovereignty been theorized and what kind

of meanings have been allocated to it; who has insisted on discarding the whole

concept and for what purpose; what is the British orthodox view of sovereignty? This

chapter also embarks on a small journey to the origins of the concept of sovereignty

and introduces the close connection between the Peace Treaty of Westphalia and the

evolvement of state sovereignty. The chapter then proceeds to a discussion of the

linguistic turn that has been in vogue during the last decades and that has provided a

point of contact for legal, political and social sciences. The chapter ends in a

discussion on a constructionist approach to sovereignty, according to which

discourses can be viewed as systematic practices that constitute sovereignty.

Chapter 3 outlines the politico-historical contexts of the three decades from which

the data is drawn. I will introduce constitutional revolutions that have shaped

sovereignty with a great effect on the international system. Chapter 4 illustrates the

data and the methodology used in the study. The chapter begins by introducing the

1 Theresa May's keynote speech at Tory conference 2016: http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/read-thersea-
mays-full-brexit-speech-conservative-conference-birmingham-1584423
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Hansard corpus and corpus linguistics, and describes the methods employed in the

analysis of data. This thesis has an interdisciplinary approach, as it combines corpus

linguistics and constructionism in studying and theorizing a legal-political concept.

Chapter 5 conducts the analysis, which is done by examining concordance lines

containing the keyword sovereignty and by providing the collocational profiles of

sovereignty from the three decades examined. The Analysis contains an elaborate

presentation of the 7-dimensional matrix of sovereignty. In the Discussion, I will

focus on what the findings reveal from the data, discuss sovereignty as a powerful

discursive claim to authority and suggest that it has an adaptive character. I will also

present arguments that challenge sovereignty and suggest it has paradoxical features.

Chapter 7 will draw conclusions and lay out avenues for future research on this

foundational yet contested concept. It is my wish that this thesis could be a

contribution to understanding sovereignty.

2 Theoretical framework

Representing a master concept of political and legal philosophy, sovereignty has

occupied the intellectual minds of philosophers, political theorists, historians and

practitioners of law since the time of its inception. This chapter presents the different

conceptualizations of the contested concept in the academia and the unique British

model of Parliamentary sovereignty. I will describe the genesis of the concept of

sovereignty and its intimate connection to the modern state. This chapter also

presents constructionism and the recent linguistic turn that has emphasized the view

that linguistic concepts are actively operationalized in the construction of the

politico-legal reality.

2.1 Academic debates on sovereignty

Boutros Boutros-Ghali, the sixth General Secretary of the United Nations, has

stated: ”a major intellectual requirement of our time is to rethink the question of

sovereignty – not to weaken its essence, which is crucial to international security and

cooperation, but to recognize that it may take more than one form and perform more

than one function” (Beaulac 2004: 1). In the academia, conceptualizations of

sovereignty have abounded. The intellectual history of the concept is an

exceptionally troubled one, even to the extent that after the two World Wars, an
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inclination to do legal research excluding the Janus-faced concept altogether

dominated (Loughlin 2003: 55). As Kalmo and Skinner (2010: 11) state, the

uncovering of multilayered semantic sediments of a political concept is a crucial step

in understanding the concept itself. Harold Laski, an eminent British economist and

political theorist, once stated that sovereignty, alongside liberty, authority and

personality, represent words that require definition and history (Beaulac 2004: 1).

As a concept, sovereignty borrows some of its essential aspects from the Roman law

maxims such as princeps legibus solutos est, “the prince is freed from the laws”, and

quod principi placuit legis habet vigorem, “what pleases the prince has the force of

law” (Loughlin 2003: 67). The supreme power, the sovereign, holds what in the

German legal tradition is termed Kompetenz-Kompetenz, “the competence of its

competence” (ibid: 68). Sovereignty is the foundational concept that constitutes the

present juridico-political order, and it incorporates elements related to competence

and capacity, i.e. to authority and power (ibid: 80). Bellamy (2003: 171) gives a

strong argument on behalf of sovereignty, as he states that the rationale for the

concept lies in the need for an ultimate adjudicator in a world where consensus is not

the default. According to Bellamy, the alternative would be a state of anarchy.

Walker (2008: 25) differentiates between epistemic, symbolic and systemic

dimensions of sovereignty. In epistemic terms, sovereignty is an overarching

framework for politics and all of law. The systemic dimension, on the other hand,

means that sovereignty configuration incorporates such characteristics that the

principal actors in the international arena are sovereign states and the iterative

patterns of mutual recognition provide stability to international relations in

accordance to international law (ibid: 27-28). The symbolic dimension refers to how

the concept of sovereignty is invoked in expressive, discursive claims to authority

(ibid: 26). This will be more discussed in Chapter 6.

Sovereignty displays remarkable internal variation. According to Stephen Krasner, a

professor of International Relations, sovereignty has been used in four ways,

denoting international legal sovereignty, domestic sovereignty, interdependence

sovereignty and Westphalian sovereignty. Krasner expounds on this, stating that

international legal sovereignty means mutual recognition between juridical

independent states, whereas domestic sovereignty means the organization of
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authority within the borders of the state and its capability to maintain the core

functions of state. Interdependence sovereignty refers to the regulation of what

passes the borders of the state, and Westphalian sovereignty refers to the entrenched

political organization excluding foreign powers from authority structures (Krasner

1999: 3-4). Krasner (ibid: 4) sees that these four aspects do not necessarily covary. A

state can have one without the other, and exercising one aspect may erode the other.

Although states do not always possess all the attributes of sovereignty; territoriality,

mutual recognition, autonomy and control, these attributes have traditionally been

considered, at least implicitly, to be properties of states in the international system

(ibid: 220). Krasner states that in international relations, the majority of analysts have

spoken of sovereignty as an analytic assumption and a well-institutionalized structure

(ibid: 220).

According to Garnett and Lynch (2012: 365), discussing sovereignty in the British

context, sovereignty has three interlinked dimensions, namely the state dimension,

the constitutional dimension and the popular dimension. Garnett and Lynch elucidate

this division, so that the state dimension has internal and external aspects, of which

the internal aspect means that sovereignty is territorially bounded and concerns the

effective practising of the core functions of the state, whereas the external aspect

means that sovereignty works as the foundational principle in the international

regime. The constitutional dimension specifies the location of the power, i.e. location

of the sovereign within the boundaries of the state (ibid: 365). In the British context,

the location of the sovereign is Parliament, an organization of power called the

Westminster’s model (Garnett and Lynch 2012: 5-6). Finally, the popular dimension

defines the relationship between the state and the society (ibid: 365). I perceive the

popular dimension to be connected to political theories of state legitimacy, according

to which the ruler has power because of the consent of the political community.

Hence, the sovereign’s power originates from the society and is legitimised through

the consent of the citizens. Garnett and Lynch (2012: 365) claim that the British

accession to the European Union has had repercussions on all these three dimensions

of sovereignty.

For Kenneth Armstrong, discussing sovereignty in the British context, four

perspectives of sovereignty can be differentiated in the UK: the orthodox view, the
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Common law approach, pluralist approaches and sceptical approaches (Armstrong

2003: 327). Armstrong explains that at the centre of the British orthodox

constitutionalism is solidly the sovereignty of Parliament. The orthodox view is a

unitary understanding of sovereignty premised upon centralization of power, and it

has three consequences: validity, priority and continuity of power. Validity means

that the laws enacted by Parliament are legally valid and enforceable. Priority means

that the British courts have the duty to apply the will of Parliament over and above

any other inconsistent rule of law. Continuity entails that sovereignty is continuous

and can never be legally limited (ibid: 328). In the Common Law approach, on the

other hand, the common law is seen as the source of legal authority, rather than the

will of Parliament (ibid: 329). The pluralist approach recognizes alternative sites of

“metaconstitutional” discourses on sovereignty beyond the sovereign state (ibid:

346), whereas the sceptical approach views the institutionalization of a unified legal

and political power as crystallizing a vice of continuity of a specific order (ibid: 348).

Scholars express a wide consensus on sovereignty having both an internal and

external dimension. The internal and external faces of sovereignty are flip sides of

the same coin and thus a comprehensive definition of the concept incorporates both.

The internal/external dichotomy of the concept is what, for instance, Philpott (2001:

17-18), Adler-Nissen (2008: 83) and Fassbender (2003: 116) subscribe to. Both the

internal and the external aspects need not necessarily be present at the same time

(MacCormick 1999: 129). According to Philpott (2001: 18), relevant attributes in

explicating sovereignty are the opposite adjectives of absolute and nonabsolute.

Whether sovereignty can exist without being absolute is an intriguing issue. Philpott

continues that he conceives absoluteness not to refer to the quality or magnitude of

sovereignty, for if sovereignty were lacking in these, it would not be sovereign.

However, the holder of sovereignty might not capture sovereignty over all matters

(ibid: 18-19, emphasis mine). Philpott’s conceptualization thus relates to the scope of

a sovereign’s power. His thinking contradicts the archetypical image of an absolutely

sovereign state.

According to the classical perspective, which is embodied in the realist theories of

international relations, sovereignty is an essential, absolute and a fixed characteristic

of states (Lake 2003: 305). The many legal, political and economic treatises of the
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present time have cast doubt on the explanatory value of absolute sovereignty,

suggesting that the concept needs revision due to regionalization processes such as

European integration and due to growing interdependence caused by globalization.

These phenomena have put emphasis on the transnational community (Albi 2003:

401). The two currents of European integration and globalization are often argued to

undermine state sovereignty. By transferring competencies, for example, to the

European Union, a sui generis international organization, the egoistical interests of

nation states have been subjugated to a certain degree under supranational decision-

making. As Koskenniemi (2010: 224) notes, the absoluteness and perpetuity of

sovereignty are at the present time questionable. Curiously, Koskenniemi argues that

whenever the decision-making powers of the state institutions are threatened, we are

inclined to invoke their potestas absoluta, absolute power (ibid: 224-225).

Koskenniemi continues that we have to be aware of the theological pedigree of

sovereignty, the implication of divine omnipotence, when examining its meanings

and paradoxes: like God, it is simultaneously present and absent, massive and

invisible, against the organized world created on its basis (ibid: 224).

2.2 The Westminster model: Parliamentary sovereignty

A.V. Dicey, Vinerian professor of English Law at Oxford University in the

beginning of the 20th century, famously captured the doctrine of the sovereignty of

Parliament with the following words: “The principle of Parliamentary sovereignty

means neither more nor less than this, namely, that Parliament thus defined has,

under the English constitution, the right to make or unmake any law whatever, and,

further, that no person or body is recognized by the law of England as having a right

to override or set aside the legislation of Parliament” (Dicey 1915: 37-38). The

formulation of Dicey still constitutes the frame of reference when Parliament’s

position within the constitution is invoked (Gordon 2015: 13).

The origins of the Parliamentary sovereignty lie in the 17th century constitutional

conflict between the Crown and Parliament versus the Courts. The conflict was

resolved for the benefit of Parliament, which thereafter occupied a uniquely high

position in the uncodified constitution (Page 2004: 39). The Westminster model is a

prime example of a majoritan democracy, i.e. Parliamentary sovereignty is the core

doctrine of the British uncodified constitution, there exists a fusion of the executive
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and legislative arms, and the simple plurality electoral system is used (Garnett and

Lynch 2012: 23-24).

Dicey advanced orthodox constitutional theory and his ground-breaking oeuvre

Introduction to the Study and Law of the Constitution (1915) has assumed an

authoritative status within British constitutional writing (Loughlin 1992: 140). Dicey

considered Parliamentary sovereignty to be the dominant characteristic of the British

political institutions (Dicey 1915: 37). As MacCormick (2010: 158) states, the

fundamental doctrine of British constitutional law has classically been formulated as

“the sovereignty of the monarch in Parliament”. This means that the Crown acts in

procedurally fixed ways with the House of Lords and the House of Commons. The

British uncodified constitution may be succinctly articulated with eight words:

“What the Queen in Parliament enacts is law” (Bodganor 2009: 13). With the growth

of democratic modes of governance, however, the House of Commons has gradually

become to wield predominant powers (ibid: 159) and the government exercises the

royal prerogative on behalf of the monarch (Watts and Pilkington 2005: 107). In

many other countries, a codified constitution, the legal basis of internal state

sovereignty, restricts the powers of the government. It is precisely because the

sovereignty of Parliament has been the core constitutional principle in the UK that it

has appeared meaningless to draw up a codified version of it. The powers of

Parliament are such that contrary e.g. to the U.S. Supreme Court, a British court

cannot declare a statute invalid (Bodganor 2009: 13-15). Also, with reference to

Brexit, the Supreme Court of Britain ruled that there had to be an Act of Parliament

to authorize triggering Article 50, the formal mechanism for leaving the European

Union, before the government could initiate Britain’s departure from the EU.

Dicey, the most authoritative spokesperson of the doctrine of Parliamentary

sovereignty, recognized one limit on Parliament’s unlimited legislative supremacy,

namely that Parliament could not bind its successors (Gordon 2015: 2). The implied

limitedness of the legally unlimited legislative sovereignty is a philosophical

conundrum that has evoked debates for and against the concept2. In Britain, where

there exists no written, codified constitution, Sir Ivor Jenkins once boldly wrote that

2 See e.g. WI Jennings, The Law and the Constitution, 1st ed. London: University of London Press,
1933.
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“The supremacy of Parliament is the Constitution” (Gordon 2015: 1). In the era of

European integration and globalization, this constitutional fundamental is becoming

contested. A high profile and famous constitutional debate concerning Parliamentary

sovereignty in the UK and the primacy of the European Union law centres on the

Factortame cases of 1990 and 19913. In these cases, the EU law took precedent over

the British national law, and allowed Spanish fishing vessels registered as British

ships, in order to increase profits, to fish in the UK waters. The verdict of the

European Court of Justice in these cases has been conceived as a landmark

confirming the supremacy of the Community law over the national law of EU

member states.

According to Michael Gordon, who has reflected on the virtue and the function of the

British Parliamentary sovereignty, the virtue of Parliamentary sovereignty is in

guaranteeing the primacy of democracy (Gordon 2015: 25-32). Indeed, as the

parliamentary constituencies elect the Members of Parliament and vest sovereignty

in them, Parliamentary sovereignty and popular sovereignty, as defined by Garnett

and Lynch (2012: 365), are interlinked. They are, however, also exclusive in

character, representing two principles of sovereignty. The function of Parliamentary

sovereignty, according to Gordon (2015: 25-32), is that it operates as an overarching

theory or organizing perspective of the political structure and is a focal point in the

UK constitution. The corollary of the function of the doctrine is thus that it attributes

legislative supremacy to Parliament and serves as the key source of legal authority

(ibid: 23), whereas the corollary of the virtue of Parliamentary sovereignty is that

legally unlimited legislative supremacy is allocated to a democratically elected

institution (ibid: 44).

2.3 The Peace of Westphalia and the genesis of sovereignty

This section traces the origins of state sovereignty, which is deemed to have its

foundations on the Peace Treaty of Westphalia in 1648. The Peace Treaty ended the

Thirty Years’ War in Europe. The public international law recognizes no greater

3The Queen v Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte: Factortame Ltd and others: http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A61989CJ0213
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orthodoxy than that the Peace Treaty forms a paradigmatic and diplomatic shift for

state sovereignty (Beaulac 2004: 67).

State sovereignty, having its roots in the Peace of Westphalia, is a quite modern

concept. The terms sovereignty and sovereign, on the other hand, have been

identified to denote political rule already in the 13th century France. (Grimm 2015:

13). In the Middle Ages there was no requirement for territoriality, no supreme

sovereigns, and no body of sovereign law. Instead, multiple ”sovereigns” coexisted,

such as emperors, kings, popes, bishops and other ecclesiastics (Philpott 2001: 77-

78). Sovereignty was then a plural and a relative concept, and none of the

“sovereigns” possessed it comprehensively (Grimm 2015: 13-14). The sovereign

state system replaced the Holy Roman Empire and the governments were then

considered to enjoy absolute sovereignty within demarcated territories as the

principle of non-intervention was established (Philpott 2001: 30-32).

The prestige and the glory of the Peace Treaty has famously been articulated by

international lawyer Leo Gross, who describes the Treaty as the majestic portal

leading from the ancient regime into the new world of international relations

(Philpott 2001: 76). Philpott (2001: 31) conceives the Peace of Westphalia as the first

major constitutional revolution in sovereignty since the Middle Ages. The Peace

Treaty initiated the evolvement of modern international relations and with it

sovereignty emerged, giving expression to three fundamental features of the modern

state: internal coherence, external independence and supremacy of law (Loughlin

2003: 59). The genealogy of the modern state has confluences to the historicity of

sovereignty, and the conceptual-historical linkage between the two terms is intimate.

The sovereign state has attained incredible universality; as Philpott remarks (2001:

255), no other form of polity is recognized at the entire face of the globe. Philpott

(ibid: 77) remarks that the Peace Treaty of Westphalia was not, however, an instant

metamorphosis of societal organization, since aspects of the doctrine of sovereignty

and sovereign statehood had been accumulating already for centuries, the Peace

Treaty only culminating the process. The modern state system was not created ex

nihilo.

It is said that Jean Bodin provided the first coherent and systematic theory of the

doctrine of sovereignty in his 1576 published Les six livres de la République
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(Lipping 2010: 186). In this famous book, published during the later Renaissance,

Bodin defined sovereignty as “the absolute and perpetual power of a commonwealth”

(Jackson 2007: 47) and made legislation a central characteristic of both sovereignty

and the state (Fell 1983: 1, 21). He placed the sovereign prince at the pinnacle of the

power pyramid, representing the highest unified power in the society (Beaulac 2004:

122). Also Hugo Grotius, credited to be one of the fathers of the modern Western

international legal theorization (Murphy 1996: 85), endorsed Bodin’s conception of

sovereignty, and stated that “sovereignty is a unity, in itself indivisible” (Keene

2002: 43-44). The English philosopher Thomas Hobbes responded to Bodin’s

theorization of sovereignty in Leviathan by arguing, “A Common-wealth, without

Sovereign Power, is but a word, without substance, and cannot stand” (Lipping 2010:

186-187). His thinking reflects how power is oftentimes annexed to sovereignty.

Another eminent scholar in developing the concept of sovereignty, Emer De Vattel,

introduced the idea of state independence in claiming that each sovereign state

possesses an absolute independence from one another and that no alien power has a

right of intervention (Beaulac 2004: 149-150). The concept of sovereignty has thus

been evolving and structured throughout the last centuries amongst the intelligentsia.

The conceptualizations of each thinker has aggregated to the totality of sovereignty.

The concept of sovereign state was entrenched in both the English and continental

theories of public and international law by the mid-eighteenth century, and by that

time it was seen as a persona ficta; a moral, enduring person possessing an

understanding and a will of itself (Skinner 2010: 39-40). The gradual systematization

of public legislation has formed the foundation for the modern understanding of state

as a public entity (Fell 1983: vii). Sovereignty accompanied the rise of the modern

state. Whereas the state is the holder of sovereignty, sovereignty is regarded as an

indispensable feature of the state (Lipping 2010: 187). The triumph and endurance of

the sovereign state is visible in the way the two concepts of sovereignty and state

generate, and also legitimate, one another.
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2.4 The linguistic turn and the art of constructing sovereignty

2.4.1 The linguistic turn

The recent linguistic reorientation within legal, political and social sciences has

enabled a productive dialogue between these previously more distinct spheres of

scholarship. As Bartelson (2006: 464) explains, linguistic turn is conventionally used

to describe the transition from the semantic view to nominalist orientation, as the

post-modern scholarship has started to question the universal and essentialist

conceptualizations and meanings. Bartelson (2008: 34) elucidates the linguistic

reorientation, the so-called linguistic turn, by making a distinction between a

semantic and a nominalist view of concepts and their meanings. While the former

perspective claims that concepts derive meanings independently of the human efforts

to classify and describe objects, the latter views concepts as names humans activate

in varying historical and linguistic contexts to constitute and classify objects.

One of the implications this transition has had is that scholars have ceased to view

language as a neutral medium of representation (Bartelson 2006: 464). Of utmost

importance in the linguistic turn is the consequence that scholars have begun to claim

that, instead of being neutral tools, linguistic concepts are actively operationalized in

the construction of political and legal reality (Bartelson 2008: 38). Bartelson (2006:

464) argues that the characteristics and the essence of sovereignty lie in what humans

make of it through rhetorical practices and linguistic conventions. This implies that

humans have the capacity to strategically manoeuvre concepts with linguistic

devices, either for the sake of their individual benefit or for the collective good e.g.

of a state or a certain authoritative structure. Bartelson (2008: 34) claims that

underlying the contradictory conceptualizations around sovereignty ultimately lies a

disagreement about the ontological status of concepts. His thinking entails that the

speaker’s ontological standpoint has repercussions on the formulation of objects and

ideas.

2.4.2 The art of constructing sovereignty

Constructionism is a major theoretical orientation of sociology that recognizes the

constructive force of language in reality construction and meaning negotiation. The

theory has had wide applications in contemporary international relations scholarship.
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The theory argues that norms, values and shared conceptualizations are produced and

negotiated in mutual interaction, in discourses. As Bartelson states, “Discourse –

whether political or scientific – is actively involved in the construction of reality”

(1995: 18-19). In the framework of politics, a constructionist approach implies that

social interaction acts as a mechanism, infinitely capable of generating new

structures and practices, and that the actors’ interests and identities shaping

discourses are endogenous to interaction (Rosamond 2000: 172).

In this Master’s thesis, I view discourse in Foucaultian terms as “practices which

systematically form the objects of which they speak” (Foucault 1972: 49). As

Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999: 4-5) point out, modern discourse theories have

been inclined to a constructivist stance in order to explain the constitutive and

constructive character of language in shaping the social world. Burr (2015: 1)

remarks that the recent social scientific approaches have adopted constructionism,

which serves as a point of contact between various theoretical orientations such as

discourse analysis, post-structuralism and deconstruction.

Burr (ibid: 2-3) distinguishes several characteristics of constructionism. Firstly, the

cautionary stance towards uncontested, taken-for-granted conceptions of the social

reality is a prevailing feature of constructionism. Secondly, constructionism discards

the positivist outlook according to which knowledge of reality cannot be perceived in

an objective manner, entailing that observations are not universally fixed and valid.

Thirdly, constructionism perceives the categories and concepts humans employ as

being historically and culturally specific; outputs whose very existence is dependent

on the social and economic forces at play on the moment of their creation (ibid: 4).

Characteristically, language is viewed as a pre-condition for all thinking. Concepts

do not pre-date linguistic forms, but language usage enables conceptual frameworks

(ibid: 10). Hence, meaning negotiation and re-negotiation of concepts takes place

with linguistic devices and social interaction constructs semiotics (ibid: 10). The

theory may be summarized so that it upholds a belief in the construction of reality

through discourses and socially constructed processes and has an anti-essentialist

stance towards concepts at its dogmatic core.

The relevancy of constructionism to this study derives from my contention that the

proposed 7-dimensional matrix of sovereignty is dependent on the elite’s usage and
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meaning negotiation and the construction of the concept of sovereignty. As Lake

(2003: 308) remarks, the constructionist approach has brought to the sovereignty

discussion the conceptualization of sovereignty as a socially constructed feature. In

this scholarly tradition, sovereignty is not a fixed and immutable concept, nor

exogenous to the state, but generated and re-generated in the practices of the state

(ibid: 308). Viewed in this way, the concept represents a social construct, or what

Searle calls a “social fact” (Searle 1995: 26). Social facts construct the edifice of

social reality. According to Searle, collective intentionality – the sharing of

intentional states such as intentions, beliefs, desires – is essential to understanding

social reality. The concept of social fact refers to facts that involve collective

intentionality (ibid: 23-26).

The art of collectively creating social facts, or social constructs, is evident in the

Foucaltian definition of discourses and discursive practices. When discourse is

viewed as a practice that systematically forms and re-forms the object of which it is

about, sovereignty could have adopted a different outlook provided that the elite’s

usage of rhetorical practices and linguistic conventions had generated other kind of

conceptual frameworks. In an alternative universe, sovereignty could have a meaning

foreign to our understanding of the concept. In contemporary philosophical

scholarship, especially in the philosophy of language, the concept of nonactual global

possibilities refers to alternative universes. They are possible worlds which could

have been ours but which are only hypothetical (Lycan 2012: 52). Thus, things, or

discourses, might have gone infinitely many ways and produced an alternate

meaning of a concept. In accord with the constructionist approach, the present

conceptualization of sovereignty has to be seen as a politico-historically and

culturally specific product. The MPs’ sovereignty discourses create the internal

dynamics of sovereignty, the different dimensions of the concept, and the discourses

have concomitant consequences on how sovereignty is practiced in the politico-legal

arena.
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3 The politico-historical context of the study: From the British

Empire to the EU and to globalization

This chapter outlines the politico-historical context of the study and divides into

three sections: the Schuman Declaration and the decline of the British Empire, the

progress of European integration, and the process of globalization. These represent

major transformations that have greatly affected the international system. Philpott

(2001: 31) describes both the colonial independence and European integration as

constitutional revolutions that have shaped sovereignty. The tree time periods

examined in this thesis are related to the key events described below. The

parliamentarians’ sovereignty discourses occurred within the context outlined here.

3.1 The decline of the British Empire and the Schuman Declaration

The period of the 1950’s was chosen because the unravelling of the British Empire

begun then and because of the inception of European integration after the Schuman

Declaration in 1950. In the 1950’s the British Empire was going through

decolonization and searching to maintain an equilibrium between the three circles of

the British Commonwealth, the continent and the Atlantic Alliance. The organization

of the world into a system of sovereign states gained momentum through the rise of

colonial independence. Two supplementing explanations are generally given as the

reasons behind the dismantling of the British Empire. Firstly, the realist explanation

argues that due to the ravaging of British military capacity and massive economic

losses, the costs of maintaining the colonies came too vast for Britain (Philpott 2001:

203). Secondly, the nationalistic liberation movements in the colonies, coupled with

rising anti-colonial ideas and the critical voices of both superpowers the United

States and the Soviet Union, pressurized Britain to grant sovereignty to its colonies

(ibid: 212-218).

The Peace of Westphalia began and colonial independence finished the expansion of

a sovereign state to the entire globe (ibid: 255). Philpott (2001: 31) considers the

Peace of Westphalia to be the first revolution in sovereignty, whereas colonial

independence and European integration represent later revolutions that have shaped

sovereignty. As Philpott (ibid: 160, 220) points out, the crucial watershed in Britain’s

embrace and then relinquishment of its Empire was the Second World War, the
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consequences of which acted as a catalyst for decolonisation. Philpott (ibid: 172)

argues that the colonies’ progress towards independence bear similar traits to

Britain’s own path from the issuing of Magna Carta in 1215 to the modern

Parliament, hence referring to the gradual ascension of the supremacy of law over the

ruler’s exploitation of power towards subjects or colonies. Garnett and Lynch (2012:

48) state that if Churchill had held the position of Prime Minister after the war, the

dismantling of the Empire might had taken a different path, due to his romantic

attachment to the imperial past. The Attlee government was however more inclined

to grant independence to the colonies. India and Pakistan gained independence in

1947, Burma (Myanmar) and Ceylon (Sri Lanka) in 1948 (ibid: 48). According to

Krasner (1999: 233), the British Empire offered an example of an alternative to

sovereignty – that is, different principles than what sovereignty classically implies:

Westphalian sovereignty - the exclusion of external actors from internal authority

structures - was not granted to the colonies, but the colonies had to accept the British

institutional supremacy. The legacy of the Empire is still manifested in Britain’s

powerful global role. Britain for example is a highly influential member of the

United Nations, partly because approximately one-quarter of all its members are

former British colonies or territories (Peterson 1997: 36). As one takes into account

the powerful legacy of the former British Empire, it seems likely that vestiges of the

imperial past are in some respects manifested also in the present-day political debates

of the British MPs.

The so-called awkward partner, situated on a peripheral island position, has

continually tried to find a balance between its continental partners and the special

relationship with the US. The fear of losing sovereignty, first by Clement Attlee’s

Labour government and then Anthony Eden’s Conservative government, prevented

Britain from joining the founding members of the EC (Garnett and Lynch 2012:

356). Liddle describes British history with the European question as a drama of three

acts. Act One he calls a Missed Opportunity, by which he refers to Britain’s rejection

of the Schuman Declaration in the 1950 and the consecutive missed opportunities to

join the Community and the underestimation of the dynamic character of European

integration (Liddle 2014: xx). The Schuman Plan, drafted in the context of Soviet

expansionism and the devastating two World Wars, had the purpose of preventing

atomic world war, sealing Franco-German rapprochement and ultimately building
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European unity. The Schuman Plan led to the creation of the European Economic

Community and subsequently to the EU. Acts Two and Three of the drama are

presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3 below.

3.2 European Integration

The award of the Nobel prize for the European Union in 2012 may well be justified

for the reasons that since 1950, Europe has not suffered such disasters as the

devastating two World Wars, which disrupted the economic growth, extensively

ruined the infrastructure and caused massive social dislocation in Europe. In Van

Gend en Loos4 the European Court described the Community as follows: ”a new

legal order of international law for the benefit of which the states have limited their

sovereign rights, albeit within limited fields, and the subjects of which comprise not

only the member states but also their nationals. Independently of the legislation of

the member states, Community law therefore not only imposes obligations on

individuals but is also intended to confer upon them rights which become part of

their legal heritage”. The profound effect of the EU law on the UK legislation derives

from the direct effect and supremacy of the EU legislation (Page 2004: 37). EU law

has primacy over domestic law and whenever there emerges a conflict, the legislation

of the Union overrides the national-level legislation.

As presented in section 3.1, Liddle names Act One of the British relationship with

the EU as a Missed Opportunity. Act Two he names Blair’s Failure, criticizing New

Labour’s lack of vision for Britain’s future in the union (Liddle 2014: xx). He argues

that the cancer of Euroscepticism kept threatening Britain’s membership in the Union

(ibid: xxiii). Act Three he names Cameron’s Gamble (ibid: xxv). In January 2013, in

the (in)famous Bloomberg speech, Prime Minister David Cameron announced a

policy of renegotiating Britain’s terms of EU membership and a referendum on

membership should Conservatives win the general elections of 2015. Regaining

sovereignty from Brussels was an essential aspect of the policies that led to the

referendum. The referendum in June 2016 on Britain’s EU membership led to Brexit.

4 Case 26/62 Van Gend en Loos v. Nederlandse administratie der belastingen (1963) E.C.R: http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:61962CJ0026
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The decade of 1970s brought a remarkable turn for the UK, as Britain accessed the

European Community in 1973. The British entry to the EC is the main reason for

examining the decade of 1970s in this thesis. In the post-World-War II political

order, the European Union has had profound implications on the public policy

functions of the member states. The UK membership of the European Union has

been considered to entail a serious challenge to the doctrine of Parliamentary

sovereignty. EU law has primacy over domestic law and whenever there emerges a

conflict, the legislation of the Union overrides the national-level legislation. Watts

and Pilkington (2005: 113) observe the following consequences of the membership:

• laws enacted by the Communities are directly applicable in Britain.

• the UK Parliament is barred from passing laws in areas where the Community law

already exists or where national law would be inconsistent with the Community law.

• British courts must accept and enforce decisions of the European Court of Justice.

When the European Community Accession Treaty of Britain came into force in 1st

January 1973, under the pro-European British government of Edward Heath, the

British Government accepted as part of the British law over 2,900 regulations and

410 directives (Watts and Pilkington 2005: 106). For Britain’s two major political

parties, European integration has created internal divisions within the parties and

intersected the adversarial political system of the country (Allen 2005: 127). The

European project has caused strong anti-prejudices. As Liddle writes, the “antis” are

inclined to see that Britain originally joined a free-trade area and that after the

accession, sovereignty has been trickling down to Brussels bureaucracy (Liddle

2014: xxxi). The British traditionally prefer intergovernmental cooperation between

sovereign nation-states to supranational decision-making and transferring powers

outside the country. While the British civil service has been characterized as

Europeanized, the political parties have faced internal divisions on the issue and the

citizens of UK are amongst the most suspicious towards further integration (Allen

2005: 119). By Europeanization is generally meant the ways in which European

integration influences the operating arenas, environments and actors (Külachi 2012:

1).
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Multiple definitions of integration have been offered. One of the leading authorities

on the international relations theory, Ernst Haas, defined it as “the voluntary creation

of larger political units involving the self-conscious eschewal of force in relations

between participating institutions” (Rosamond 2000: 12). In the core of academic

theories on European integration is the role of the state and the ongoing debate

between intergovernmental and supranational perspectives. Whereas the former

approach sees integration as a voluntary process whereby the European states enter

into agreements in order to cooperate, the latter approach sees integration as a

process having a life of its own that is beyond the ultimate control of national

governments (George and Bache 2001: 15). The European Union and the far-

reaching extensions of the competencies it has obtained have continually been at the

heart of Westminster’s political debate. In 2007, the then President of the EU

Commission, Mr. Jose Manuel Barroso, hailed the EU as an empire5. One can

imagine how startling the concept of EU as an empire was for a EU member state

with imperial past, a former super-power. Indeed, concepts such as EU empire, a

centralized European super-state, a European Government and a European nation are

in our time of increasing internationalization and globalization ideas that continue to

arouse both excitement and discomfort.

3.3 The post-modern era and the process of globalization

A data set from the 1990s was chosen to this study because the decade represents a

post-modern context of increasing globalization, a time period during which also the

European Union was established with the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. In the post-

modern age, states have increasingly witnessed the economic challenge of

globalization, which Schmidt (2005: 361) defines as the competitive pressures

resulting from the internationalization of the financial markets and trade in a neo-

liberal fashion; the rise of supranational trade organizations and treaties eroding the

state’s sovereignty in national decision-making over economics; and the progress of

neo-liberal ideas. A global economy, in which flows of capital, services, goods and

people freely move across borders, in addition to the global financial markets and

international trade, are allegedly gradually superseding the national economies as the

5 For news regarding the issue, look e.g.:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/1557143/Barroso-hails-the-European-empire.html
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principal decision-makers in economics. In this globalized world-order, issues related

to organized transnational crime, violations of universal human rights and tackling

the atmospheric pollution cannot be solved at the national level, but require

cooperation, solidarity and to push it, even pooling of sovereignty.

Scholars express a dichotomy with regard to the question on whether the heyday of

the sovereignty of state is over in the time of globalization. Hirst and Thompson

(1999: 268-269) argue that politics is becoming more polycentric, states occupying

merely one part in the complexity and multiplicity of authority figurations. Also,

Gammeltoft-Hansen and Adler-Nissen (2008: 4-5) argue that after 1945,

international organizations have gained more sovereign prerogatives, be it economic

sovereignty for the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the World Bank, military

sovereignty for NATO or political sovereignty as in the case of Council of Europe,

Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) and the EU.

The contents of EU law and human rights law have indeed brought new obligations

and rights. Whereas before 1945 international law primarily kept states from

intervening in each other’s jurisdiction and territory and state sovereignty was

viewed as an absolute attribute to states, the rulings of European Court of Justice and

European Court of Human Rights now regularly interfere with state sovereignty

(ibid: 4-5). Obviously, the United Nations (UN) is amongst the most powerful

interstate cooperation forums. As Krasner explains (1999: 35, 224-225), the number

of international conventions increased dramatically during the latter half of the 20th

century. The majority of them have been adopted within the UN, including e.g. the

European Declaration of Human Rights, which also established the European Court

of Human Rights that makes binding decisions on the national jurisdictions.

To summarize, the two currents of European integration and globalization pose

normative and practical challenges to states in making independent policies and in

exercising undivided authority. As George and Bache (2001: 33) aptly note,

European integration has not evolved in isolation, but in a global context. By

transferring competencies to the EU, a sui generis international organization, the

egoistical interests of nation states have been to a certain degree subjugated under

supranational decision-making. Despite the many skeptical assumptions about the

future prospects of sovereignty, many scholars view, as Bartelson (2008: 33)
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explains, the new political authority configurations alleged to be undermining the

predominance of state sovereignty more as indicative of the endurance of the concept

of sovereignty, not primarily as a threat to its existence.

4 Data and methodology

This chapter presents the Hansard corpus, illustrates the methodology of corpus

linguistics and describes the methods employed in the analysis. I will introduce the

matrix of sovereignty, which will be presented and elaborated on in the analysis. This

chapter ends with a discussion on the advantages and concerns that the methodology

of the study has.

4.1 The Hansard corpus and corpus linguistics

The source of data is the Hansard corpus6, which contains 1.6 billion words in 7, 600,

000 speeches from approximately 40, 000 individual speakers in the British

bicameral Parliament. Corpora refer to large bodies of naturally occurring texts

encoded in electronic mode. The Hansard corpus covers the years from 1803 to 2005.

It was created by the 2011 JISC Parliamentary Discourse project in order to expose

UK Parliamentary discourse to the general public. The Hansard corpus is a

specialized corpus, representing an identifiable genre of legislative discourse. It

classifies the parliamentarians’ utterances according to the House, the party and the

year. The three time periods examined in the thesis are 1) 1950-1959, 2) 1970-1979

and 3) 1990-1999. This is a diachronic study, as it investigates and compares the

usage of sovereignty in three different decades. The 1990s is the last decade in the

Hansard corpus that has been encoded into the corpus. Otherwise the years from

2000 to 2009 would also have been a good option to examine.

Corpus linguistics is a methodology that employs electronic software to analyse

authentic linguistic phenomena. Generally, a corpus refers to “a collection of

machine-readable authentic texts […] which is sampled to be representative of a

particular language or language variety” (McEnery, Xiao and Tono 2006: 5). By

employing computational support, text can be manipulated and scrutinized for the

6 http://www.hansard-corpus.org/
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purpose of revealing systematic linguistic patterns. Corpus methodology combines

quantitative and qualitative techniques. After compiling a corpus, and possibly

electronically executing calculations on statistically significant features, frequencies

or keywords, it is the responsibility of the researcher to qualitatively interpret and

attribute explanations to the findings. Mautner (2009: 123) lists three contributions in

integrating methods of corpus linguistics and critically analysing discourses, which I

see relevant to this study. Firstly, corpus linguistics allows an analysis of a large

volume of data compared to manually produced data. Secondly, researcher bias is

reduced due to an extensive empirical base and thirdly, the combination of

quantitative and qualitative techniques offers the researcher with an ample toolkit to

assess e.g. search words, collocational profiles, semantic patterns and discourse

functions.

The Hansard corpus can be used to search concordance lines with a keyword in sets

of 100, 200, 500 or 1000 concordance lines. A concordance analysis is useful if the

researcher aims to examine how a particular word occurs and behaves in the data.

Concordance analysis involves looking at a table of concordance lines showing every

occurrence of the word in the corpus, with a few words either side (Baker 2014:

109). Each of the concordance lines in this study contain the keyword sovereignty.

The researcher can determine the decade from which the Hansard corpus searches

the concordance lines, and the data set contains samples from each year within the

decade in question, from both Houses of Parliament. As Baker points out (2014:

109), work on concordance lines can involve a lot of detailed qualitative analysis,

since each line needs to be carefully read, and it may be necessary for the researcher

to find the paragraph or the whole text in order to comprehend the meaning of the

concordance line. As I will explain in section 4.4, in classifying certain concordance

lines, it was necessary to look for the expanded context, the co-text of the line, in

order to analyse it correctly.

The data primarily consists of concordance lines spoken by the members of the

Conservative Party and the Labour Party, but also a few concordance lines from the

Liberal Democrats, i.e. political parties that are in the UK Parliament. However, the

keyword in context display of the Hansard corpus does not give annotations on

whether the speaker of a concordance line is from the Labour Party or the Liberal
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Democrats. It annotates the concordance lines only as C/L (Conservative/ Labour/

Liberal Democrats). I decided not to individually go through the data in order to find

which of the two parties, the Labour or the Liberal Democrats, is in question. With

reference to the example concordance lines provided in the next chapter, I decided to

do this search from the Hansard archives7 for the benefit of the reader. I see these

decisions reasonable, as I did not analyse the data according to the party, but focused

on the usage and conceptualization of sovereignty irrespective of the speaker’s

political ideology.

In order to test how the tripartite hypothesis applied to the data in this study, I

processed the data excerpted from the Hansard corpus through several steps of

analysis. Firstly, by qualitatively analysing sovereignty with a classification method

of categorizing 900 concordance lines into dimensions of sovereignty. Secondly,

quantitatively, by providing calculations and comparisons of the frequencies of

dimensions of sovereignty of the three time periods examined. Thirdly, by providing

an analysis of the collocational profiles of sovereignty. In the Appendices, I have

provided 30 illustrative example concordance lines from each time period.

4.2 Methods analysing concordance lines

The primary method I use in analysing the data is the classification of concordance

lines into different dimensions of sovereignty. Each concordance line contains the

keyword sovereignty. The methodology used in analysing concordance lines

combines qualitative analysis of the lines and quantitative calculations of the

frequencies of the dimensions of sovereignty per decade. The matrix of sovereignty

was constructed on the basis of the parliamentarians’ debates containing the concept

and on scholarly writing on the concept, but it is does not directly represent the

thinking of any one scholar. Nor is the methodology of classifying concordance lines

to dimensions modelled on any research methodology of which I would be aware.

Rather, the matrix is an aggregation of different scholarly conceptualizations on the

internal variation of sovereignty and much of it also reflects my own thinking on

how to best analyse the data.

7 https://hansard.parliament.uk/
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A keyword in context (KWIC) query for 300 concordance lines was done for each of

the three decades examined. A concordance line is a list of all the occurrences of the

keyword in the particular corpus, generally with a few words appearing on both sides

of the keyword. By using equally sized samples from the three periods and

computationally picked random occurrences from each year, it is more likely that the

data is representative of how the keyword sovereignty has been used. I have made an

assumption that each of the groupings of the 300 concordance lines is a

representative sample of the usage of the keyword in their respective decades. This

assumption I see justified, because each cluster of 300 concordance lines was

compiled from 3 x 100 randomly picked cases of sovereignty. The Hansard generates

the sample sets of concordance lines without the researcher affecting the results. The

concordance lines were brought from Hansard to excel in order to clean them and

arrange them in alphabetical order according to the first word following the keyword.

First, the data was cleaned by removing one irrelevant concordance line. That one

did not refer to sovereignty in the state context, but to sovereignty of humans to have

euthanasia. In order to the sample sets of different decades to be comparable to one

another, the removed concordance line was replaced by a concordance line

representing the same year as the removed one. The data was checked to incorporate

instances from every year within each time period. Secondly, the lines were cleaned

from all the tags referring to something else than words spoken by the

parliamentarians, e.g. numerical tags related to the formal records of the proceedings

of Parliament. Thirdly, approximately half of the concordance lines in the data did

not originally contain information on the speaker. This generated unexpected work,

as I had to search the speakers from the Hansard archives by scanning through the

debates. Finally, each concordance line was categorized on a 7-dimensional matrix of

sovereignty. The indicators according to which dimensions have been allocated to

the concordance lines include specific lexical items occurring in the concordance

lines, which are verbs and their derivative nouns, actors and entities claiming to be

holders of sovereignty and adjectives describing either the nature or the substance,

e.g. a certain political field, of sovereignty. These indicators will be comprehensively

presented in the next chapter.
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To evaluate whether a methodology of allocating dimensions was applicable to

concordance lines, I conducted a pilot study prior to this thesis, in which I applied the

dimension-based methodology on a smaller amount of data from the Hansard,

working with fewer concordance lines and fewer dimensions. For the purpose of this

thesis, I made the matrix more fine-grained and first worked with a matrix comprised

of five dimensions. In conducting the analysis on the concordance lines, I

individually examined each concordance line and allocated a dimension of

sovereignty for it. I needed to discern whether the data contained cases to which the

dimensions created did not apply, and if so, how the matrix could be complemented

in order to analyse those cases. I eventually decided to work with a 7-dimensional

matrix. I processed the data carefully, as I had to do several rounds of analysis to

gain intra-individual validity. I will now explain the distinctions between the

dimensions.

4.2.1 The matrix of sovereignty

The dimensions of sovereignty allocated to the concordance lines are the domestic

sovereignty, the juridical sovereignty, the supranational sovereignty, the

Parliamentary sovereignty, the contractual sovereignty, the theoretical dimension and

the deconstructive dimension. The domestic dimension represents the internal face of

sovereignty, whereas the juridical dimension represents the external face. The

supranational dimension captures the cession of powers above the nation-state level

and the Parliamentary dimension the supreme, constitutional actor exercising

sovereignty. The contractual dimension refers to the democratic aspect of

sovereignty. The theoretical and deconstructive dimensions both lie outside the

internal/external division, as they imply a debate on the meaning and existence of

sovereignty. In the illustrative examples provided in Chapters 5 and 6, the immediate

co-texts of the concordance lines are also given, that is, the concordance lines are

provided as full sentences. I have looked up the expanded contexts from the Hansard

corpus to aid the reader in understanding the meaning and the classification of the

example cases.

The matrix was originally comprised of five dimensions: the domestic dimension, the

juridical dimension, the Parliamentary dimension, the contractual dimension and the

deconstructive dimension. After several rounds of analysis, I came to the conclusion
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that I needed two more dimensions: a theoretical dimension to capture cases that

debate the meaning of sovereignty, and a supranational dimension to include

instances reflecting an outward movement of sovereignty from the state context.

While scholars of international law and international relations have extensively

debated on the ultimate meaning of sovereignty, I had not anticipated that similar

debates would be visible to such an extent inside a legislative chamber and that there

would be a need for a theoretical category. Neither had I assumed that there would

occur to such a large extent a distinguishable group of verbs indicating the cession or

pooling of sovereignty. Hence, the creation of the matrix was a process evolving

concurrently with the examination of the data. I will elaborate on this matrix of

sovereignty in the next chapter.

It is noteworthy that the majority of the concordance lines classified as juridical

sovereignty refer not to Britain, but to the British colonies or to countries which are

otherwise politically of crucial importance to Britain. The initial thought I had was to

omit and replace the concordance lines referring to other countries than Britain in the

data, but after seeing that the 1950s’ contained such a massive number of

concordance lines referring to foreign countries, I decided to include them. This kind

of sovereignty discourse reflects something typical of how the MPs employed the

concept in the decade. After all, the objective of this study is to examine the MPs’

conceptualizations of sovereignty and to identify the dimensions of their sovereignty

discourses in the three decades.

4.3 Collocational analysis

Collocations are statistically significant characteristic co-occurrence patterns of

words. Collocational analysis is helpful in detecting associations between actors and

concepts and discerning semantic changes in concepts. Baker (2006: 114) sees two

primary reasons for utilizing collocational analysis: it provides a focused way of

analysis and immediately gives the most salient lexical patterns of the usage of the

keyword patterns with which discourses are maintained. Collocations act as evidence

that the discourses in which they are embedded are exceptionally powerful (ibid:

114). From each of the three decades, ten collocations of sovereignty have been

provided with a frequency-based technique. Both data sets of 1970s and 1990s

contained one collocate that was omitted, that of “sovereignty”, meaning that the
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word next in rank was included in the top 10 collocates. This was done because after

examining those collocations, I considered repetition of sovereignty not to reveal any

meaningful patterns or associations of sovereignty; it is not possible to define

sovereignty by referring to itself. In the collocational analysis, I used a four-word

collocational window on both sides of the keyword.

A statistical test to ascertain the saliency of a collocation is Mutual Information score

(MI). MI is computationally calculated by examining all the occurrences of two

collocates. An algorithm yields the expected probability of collocates, based on their

relative frequency and the total size of the corpus. The expected figure is compared

to the observed figure and the result converted to a number indicating the solidity of

collocates. Collocations could be calculated according to MI also. MI scoring above

3 is usually considered to indicate a strong collocation. Collocations of sovereignty

of the three periods are presented in the next chapter. Although in this study a

frequency-based technique has been used to yield the collocates of sovereignty, all

collocates provided have an MI stronger than 3.

4.4 The pros and cons of the methodology

This thesis integrates corpus linguistics, constructionism and the theorization of a

legal-political concept. To some extent, I have assumed an interdisciplinary approach

in this thesis. I believe that combining the methodologies and theories used in this

study are useful in studying the concept of sovereignty. In addition, I see it as an

intellectual challenge of the academia to harness linguistics to aid explanations of

politico-social reality.

A clear benefit in corpus linguistics is that the researcher can work on a large amount

of actual language use, and not use introspection as it may lead to inaccurate claims

due to the cognitive biases humans have (Baker 2014: 109). Researchers can use a

corpus-based approach for nearly any form of linguistic inquiry, employing computer

software in the identification of linguistic patterns and to confirm their hypotheses

(ibid: 108-109). I consider a corpus-based approach valuable in the analysis of real-

life discourses. A corpus-based methodology in studying how sovereignty is used in

political debates can provide insight into how the concept itself has been understood

and constructed amongst the British parliamentarians. This is significant, because I
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believe the conceptualizations and the uses of the concept have implications on how

sovereignty is practiced in the national and international politico-legal frameworks.

Consequently, by identifying the dimensions the MPs have attached to sovereignty

and by identifying the discourse surrounding the concept, I aim to reveal aspects of

sovereignty generated in real-life discourses. Discourse does not develop in a

vacuum, and neither does sovereignty. In this thesis, then, micro-events of individual

concordance lines and collocates of an individual concept have been examined vis-à-

vis macro-patterns of political circumstances. In the words of Troper (2010: 137),

when examining sovereignty, it is imperative to not to primarily look at whether the

state still possess monopoly over norm-production within their borders, but more

importantly, on whether the concept itself is actually employed and if there have

been changes in its usage.

I realize there potentially are differences between how Members of the House of

Commons and the House of Lords, and different parties, conceptualize and use

sovereignty. These questions, as fascinating as they are, are nevertheless beyond the

scope of this study and would be worthy of a study of their own. I understand that

some other researcher could see another model of dimensions better suited for

examining the debates and hence analyse some concordance lines differently. In

addition, it has to be acknowledged that some of the data categorized to either

theoretical or deconstructive dimension could have been categorized differently. This

is due to the multidimensionality of some concordance lines. In a few instances, the

speaker may theorize on certain aspects of sovereignty, for example on the

relationship between Parliamentary sovereignty and the royal prerogative of the

Crown, arguing that holding on to the unconditional primacy of Parliamentary

sovereignty does not make sense in the context of the royal prerogative. The

concordance line can then have two essential aspects: i.e. the Parliamentary

dimension because of referring to the institution of Parliament, and a theoretical

aspect because of arguing that Parliamentary sovereignty does not make sense.

Whenever the concordance line is question has contained theorization on the concept

of sovereignty, I have classified it to the theoretical dimension, as I see those cases to

be primarily sites of debates for the meaningfulness of sovereignty. I do not consider

this multidimensionality of some concordances as an obstacle for conducting the

analysis. Rather, it is natural that a few concordance lines with an ontological aspect
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refer to some other aspects of the concept also. I realize that some multidimensional

concordance lines could have been classified differently, and furthermore, that the

matrix of sovereignty could yet be fine-tuned in order to elaborate the analysis.

The fact that concordance lines are extracted from their larger situational and

linguistic context is a clear disadvantage in using a corpus-based methodology. In

classifying some of the concordance lines, it was imperative to seek their expanded

context from the Hansard archives in order to correctly and fully understand what

dimension of sovereignty was invoked. This generated extra work, but also

contributed to my understanding of the concept.

When embarking on the analysis and examining the verbs employed in the

concordance lines, I first assumed that the different dimensions manifested in the

data would each employ a quite distinguishable group of verbs. It turned out,

however, that in analysing the data, it had to be the collective effect of all the

indicators present in a concordance line that would determine its classification. This

was because there are some similar verbs shared by various dimensions, for example

protect. The juridical dimension, the domestic dimension and the Parliamentary

dimension can all employ it. One can, according to the data, protect a territory (the

juridical dimension), protect the British domestic sovereignty against the European

Economic Community (the domestic dimension) and protect the sovereignty of the

House of Commons (the Parliamentary dimension). In such cases, other indicators

besides verbs have been taken into account in allocating a dimension. Another verb

used in more than one dimension is assert. One can assert British sovereignty in e.g.

Cyprus (the juridical dimension), a state can assert its sovereignty over political

matters that it claims for itself (the domestic dimension) or one can assert the

sovereignty of the Westminster Parliament (the Parliamentary dimension). A third

example is exercise, used in four different dimensions. One can exercise effective

sovereignty over an area (the juridical dimension), a state can exercise sovereignty

over its wealth and natural resources (the domestic dimension), Parliament exercises

its sovereignty as the supreme legislative institution of the UK (the Parliamentary

dimension) and the British people can exercise their sovereignty through democratic

tools such as voting for MPs (the contractual dimension).
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This fluidity in the employment of certain verbs, which are used as indicators in the

classification of the dimensions, is perhaps neither a pro nor a con of the

methodology, but something that created the necessity to look more carefully at the

other indicators present in the data. Sovereignty is a massive concept of great

importance and deserves to be approached with consideration.

5 Analysis

This chapter conducts the analysis. For the purpose of analysing the

parliamentarians’ sovereignty discourses in the three periods of the 1950s, the 1970s

and the 1990s, the chapter divides into three sections. I will first present each

dimension of sovereignty and the indicators according to which concordance lines

have been classified. I will also provide examples of each dimension. Secondly, I

will give the frequencies and percentages of the dimensions of sovereignty. Thirdly,

the collocational profiles of sovereignty from each time period are given. I will end

the chapter by comparing the analysis based on the concordance lines and the

collocational analysis.

5.1 Analysis on the concordance lines

Three repetitive patterns are discernable in the data. Firstly, a concordance line can

denote the function and the value of sovereignty; what is the raison d' être of the

concept. The second pattern is that a concordance line can denote the orientation of

sovereignty; whether it increases, decreases or status quo is maintained. Thirdly, a

concordance line may contain a word indicating the possessor of sovereignty.

Determining indicators in allocating dimensions to the concordance lines are:

· verbs and their derivative nouns coupled with sovereignty

· actors and entities that often claim possession of sovereignty

· adjectives denoting the nature or the substance of sovereignty

The verbs and the derivate nouns the parliamentarians use with sovereignty can be

negative in their nature, e.g. sacrifice, renounce, violation, or positive or neutral, e.g.
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strengthen, pool, maintenance. The actors and entities in the data often refer to

possessors of sovereignty, be they states, individuals, institutions or international

organizations. The adjectives coupled with sovereignty commonly refer to political

sectors, e.g. financial and military, and to characteristics of sovereignty, e.g. national

or absolute. While some concordance lines may contain several indicators, some may

contain just one that is of primary importance in its classification.

In the matrix of sovereignty, the domestic dimension refers to the internal face of

sovereignty and the juridical dimension to the external face. The supranational

dimension implies an outward movement of sovereignty from the state, to a

transference or fusion of powers. The Parliamentary dimension refers to the supreme

institutional authority of a state. The contractual dimension refers to the democratic

aspect of sovereignty. The theoretical dimension relates to the meaning and value of

the concept; its ontology, whereas the deconstructive dimension includes a

presumption that sovereignty is non-existent or evil. I will next present each

dimension with their indicators and provide illustrative examples of concordance

lines. The purpose is to show how the analysis on the concordance lines has been put

into practice. It is important for the reader to bear in mind that the dimensions,

although created on the basis of academic literature on the concept, represent an

aggregation of both the different scholarly conceptualizations on the internal

variation of sovereignty and my own thinking on how the MPs’ sovereignty

discourses can be analysed.

5.1.1 Domestic sovereignty

The backbone of the internal face of sovereignty and the foundation of the modern

nation state is domestic sovereignty. This dimension is founded on three main pillars:

the importance of defending state-level decision-making, discussing the core

functions of the state, and a nationalistic, even symbolic, view of sovereignty.

Repetitive ideas in the concordance lines classified as domestic sovereignty are that

the parliamentarians regard it imperative for certain policy sectors, such as fiscal and

military policies, to stay under the control of the nation-state, that state sovereignty is

threatened and has been/will be/must not be lost, and that the international system is

based on the principle of maintaining the primacy of national sovereignty. The

domestic dimension is also linked to the fear of losing national identity along with
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sovereignty. In some cases, the MPs ponder on relinquishing or renouncing national

sovereignty and the effects it might have, but they do not specifically suggest pooling

sovereignty anyhow. The verbs and derivative nouns used in concordance lines

classified as domestic sovereignty commonly point to the importance of safeguarding

national sovereignty, to the fear of losing it and to a need to (re)assert it through

discourse8. An example is:

1. There can be no survival without British national sovereignty, without the

British Commonwealth and Empire, and without a real faith in the future of

this country to be of service in preserving peace in the world. (Mr. Legge

Bourke, Conservatives, House of Commons, 1952)

In this concordance line, the derivative noun survival and the adjective phrase British

national indicate domestic dimension. The utterance contains a powerful claim on

preserving British sovereignty in the international order. The speaker suggests that

Britain has a glorious calling in ushering states to a peaceful co-existence, even to the

extent that without the British input destructive forces could be unleashed.

A second example is:

2. Do we want a genuine European union with a European level of Government,

democratically controlled, but supranational, or is national sovereignty to

reign supreme and the European Economic Community to be regarded as

nothing more than a customs union and a loose alliance of nations—an adjunct

to their normal diplomatic activity and something extra-national rather than

supranational? (Mr. Banks, Liberal Democrats, House of Lords, 1974)

Here the speaker juxtaposes the national and supranational dimensions of decision-

making structures. Although containing references to a centralized sovereignty, this

concordance line has been classified as domestic sovereignty because of how the

8 abandon/abandonment, abrogate/abrogation, affect, assert, care for, challenge, claim, cling,
control, defend, derogate/derogation, destroy, dismiss, do with, encroachment, enjoy, erosion,
exercise, give, have, have fear for, hoard, hold, impinge, increase, infringe/infringement, insistence,
involve, limit, lose/loss, maintain/maintenance, persistence of, perturb, pose a threat to, preserve,
protect, reclaim, recognize, recover, reduction, regard, reign, relinquishment, remain, renounce,
restore, restrict, resume, retain, return, rob, safeguard, strengthen, suffer, survival, take stand upon,
take seriously.
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keyword sovereignty has been employed. The verb reign and the adjective national

coupled with sovereignty are the primary indicators for domestic sovereignty. A third

example is:

3. I believe that it is possible to separate fiscal from monetary sovereignty: Fiscal

sovereignty should be retained because a country can thereby keep control of

its taxation, but why is monetary sovereignty so vital? (Mr. Knowles,

Conservatives, Commons, 1990)

This concordance line contains several occurrences of sovereignty, but it is the

italicized one that occurs as the keyword in the data and which has been analysed.

Sovereignty has a tendency to sometimes collocate with itself like in this example.

This concordance line represents the domestic dimension, as is indicated by

references to the importance of retaining taxation at the state-level. Indeed, the data

shows that the power of the state to levy taxes is one of the key attributes the MPs

link with national sovereignty.

Linguistic expressions denoting actors or entities that share sameness, such as we/us,

often function as indicators of domestic dimension. The discourse expression we can

be employed in phrases such as we as a state, we as a people. The speaker referring

to an exclusive we-group inclusively usurps subjects into the imagined community,

emphasizing their common destiny and letting their potential differences fall into

oblivion (Wodak, de Cillia, Reisigl and Liebhart 2009: 45). In the domestic

dimension, the possessor of sovereignty is usually, at least indirectly, the nation state.

Of the adjectives indicating domestic sovereignty, national is very common. Other

key adjectives used with this dimension are British and economic. Fiscal policies and

the army are commonly mentioned in concordance lines classified as domestic

sovereignty, which indicates that retaining the taxation, an own currency and the

military at the nation-level are central to domestic sovereignty.

The MPs’ sovereignty discourses indicate that British national sovereignty is keenly

tied to the preservation of the sovereignty of Parliament. In a sense, the domestic

dimension and the Parliamentary dimension buttress and validate one another.

National sovereignty is defended and guaranteed by the continuity and validity of the

Parliamentary aspect of sovereignty, a point that is supported by the example
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concordance line below, classified as domestic dimension. This concordance line

also reflects aspects of what Armstrong (2003: 328) called the orthodox view of

sovereignty. As was discussed in Chapter 3, the orthodox view is a unitary

conceptualization of sovereignty and has three consequences, namely the validity,

priority and continuity of power. Example 4 below necessitates all three of them, as

the speaker regards the priority, validity and continuity of domestic legislation to be

supreme vis-à-vis EU-level legislation. It also exemplifies how the MPs make

comparisons to other European countries in order to support their arguments and to

convince the importance of the British principle of Parliamentary sovereignty in

rebutting the penetration of EU law to domestic authority structures.

4. That merely puts us on a par with our European Community partners. They all

have written constitutions, which defend their national sovereignty. In France

the Conseil d'État, and in Germany the Karlsruhe court—the supreme court of

Germany—effectively set limits on the penetration of EC law into the system.

Our Parliament is our supreme court. We are surely entitled to similar

protection, the same as the others. After all, we want to be at the heart of

Europe. (Mr. Jenkin, Conservatives, Commons, 1994)

5.1.2 Juridical sovereignty

The dimension of juridical sovereignty forms the bedrock of the dominant

international legal framework. This dimension interfaces with the two core aspects of

sovereignty defined by Krasner (2010: 96), namely international legal sovereignty

and Westphalian/Vattelian sovereignty. Krasner sees these aspects pertaining to the

international recognition of a state and the absence of submission to external

authority structures (ibid: 96). International law, i.e. laws governing the relations

between sovereign, territorial states, and the principle of equality between sovereign

states, form the basis on which the juridical dimension is structured. This dimension

contains elements such as the mutual recognition between juridical independent

political units, wielding sovereignty over a recognized territory, presenting

sovereignty claims over a territory and the principle of non-intervention.

Significantly, this is the dimension most synonymous to independence. As

Fassbender (2003: 116) says, the sovereign power obeys no other authority, and this

external claim to sovereignty can also be named “independence”. The verbs and
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derivative nouns used in concordance lines classified to the juridical dimension most

commonly refer to sovereignty claims over territorial areas, or on the contrary, imply

that the state’s sovereignty over a territory, such as a colony, needs to be renounced9.

It is noteworthy that the verb renounce occurs both in the domestic and the juridical

dimension. Renounce is actually an extraordinary verb with regard to sovereignty, as

it curiously implies that sovereignty is a thing one can renounce. In cases classified

as juridical sovereignty, renounce occurs e.g. in cases where a sovereignty claim

over a territory or a right to administer certain area is renounced, or in cases

classified as domestic sovereignty, i.e. cases where the speaker ponders on

renouncing a certain measure of national sovereignty.

The actors or entities coupled with the juridical dimension indicate in the majority of

the cases countries between which there is a clash of interest, territories over which a

sovereignty claim is articulated and countries whose independence is pondered on.

Concordance lines classified to this dimension often show speculation on the

juridical status of e.g. Germany, Egypt, Hong Kong and the various colonies of the

British Commonwealth, particularly Cyprus and the Falkland Islands. In the data,

these countries are also commonly referred to with a personification “her”. The

transitional period in the sovereignty of the British colonies is a major issue of debate

in the data set of the 1950’s, as the colonies started then to attain full sovereignty.

Consequently, transference of sovereignty of a colony or some other area is

commonly mentioned in concordance lines classified as belonging to the juridical

dimension. The adjectives territorial, full and de jure are typical in this dimension.

Two example concordance lines are:

5. In May, 1952, the Western Powers signed at Bonn and in Paris treaties to

restore to Western Germany a wide measure of her sovereignty, and to set up

the European Defense Community. (Mr. Fletcher, Labour, Lords, 1954)

9 abandon, abdicate, accept, accession, achievement, affect, assert, attain, breach, bring, change,
claim, compromise, concede/concession, continue, demand, desire, encroach/encroachment, end,
enter, establish, exercise, give, give up, grant, hand over, have, impinge, infringement, insist,
interfere/interference, jeopardize, legalize, lose, maintenance, modify, offer, part, pass, permit,
protect, prune, reaffirm, recognize, recover, regain, relinquish, remain, remove, renounce, respect,
restore/restoration, resume, retain, return, secure, sign up, support, surrender, take away, take over,
transfer/transition, uphold, vest, violation.
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6. Let us consider, for example, three countries—Finland, Rhodesia and Mexico.

All those countries, de jure, have sovereignty. What is the sovereignty of

Finland? How is it influenced by Russia? (Mr. Johnston, Liberal Democrats,

Commons, 1972)

The former case refers to the mutual recognition of states via international treaties. It

has been categorized as juridical sovereignty because it refers to recognizing state

independence, although it certainly also reflects the domestic dimension. With regard

to example 6, it is noteworthy that Finland is mentioned in the data. The Soviet

Union and the expansion of communistic ideology were considered as threats to the

liberty and capitalism of the Western countries. This concordance line exemplifies

the distinction of de jure versus de facto sovereignty; legally recognized sovereignty

over a territory contra true power to wield sovereignty. Here, the speaker sees it

necessary to take into cognizance that albeit Finland de jure has sovereignty, its de

facto sovereignty, i.e. its capability to decide effectively and independently its

internal affairs, is debatable. This kind of discourse insinuating that a foreign power

demonstrates aggression and power towards another state in order to affect, and

possibly violate, the sovereignty of its decision-making in internal affairs, is not

foreign to the discourses in the 21st century either.

5.1.3 Supranational sovereignty

Supranational sovereignty refers to cases in which transference of state-level

decision-making to intra-state or supra-state level is speculated or postulated. As

Fassbender (2003: 138) explains, member states may decide to divide, mix or share

sovereignty with a particular organization and hence give far-reaching governmental

competencies to international organizations in different policy fields. Although the

representatives of the states are the primary actors in international organizations and

institutions such as the EU, the European Court of Human Rights or the NATO, the

dialogue and the interdependence of the actions is so tense that it has in a profound

manner altered the independence of actions (Bellamy 2003: 176). In this context,

sovereignty has been to a degree pooled. The movement of sovereignty to some

above-the-state bureaucracy, to supranational-minded intellectual elite or to
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multinational corporations contra national auto-determination forms a juxtaposition

debated in the data. Whereas supranationalism has entrenched itself to political

science, the existence of supranational sovereignty is far more debatable. I have

nevertheless decided to use the concept in this study, as it captures well the synergy

of powers. The term interdependent sovereignty could function as well, as the

supranational dimension contains interdependence between states.

Repetitive ideas in the concordance lines categorized as supranational sovereignty

are that it is possible or even imperative to pool sovereignty. The rationale behind

pooling sovereignty may be humanistic, e.g. to guarantee the common good like

peace, or more egoistic, e.g. that the fusion of powers maximizes Britain’s

sovereignty and gives it a stronger voice in the world politics. Not all of the

supranational concordance lines reflect a positive stance towards centralizing

sovereignty, just that pooling is doable and it is at least speculated. The verbs and the

noun derivatives indicating supranational sovereignty denote pooling or transferring

sovereignty to/with a body above the nation-state level10. An intriguing issue in

concordance lines classified as supranational is the choice of verbs the

parliamentarians make; whether they use a verb like surrender or verbs like pool and

share. For some MPs, it is not a question of irrevocably handing over sovereignty

and consequently losing it, but of merging it with other actors. Surrender seems to

imply losing sovereignty, whereas pool and share imply wielding sovereignty in

conjunction with other actors. Both types of verbs nevertheless indicate the

supranational dimension.

Other indicators referring to the supranational dimension denote supranational

holders of sovereignty, such as international organizations, hypothetical entities such

as a world-government, or an aggregation of nation-states together wielding

sovereignty in some model. Most commonly, the supranational holder is the

European Union. The concordance lines commonly imply that the nation-state as the

possessor of sovereignty is ceding the ownership. This implies that the MPs view

sovereignty as a property or an object one can grant and receive. The adjectives used

10 barter away, cast, cede/cession, concede, drain away, fusion, give, give away, give up, go, hand
over, maximize, merge, part, pass over/to, pool/pooling, sacrifice, sell, share/sharing, shift,
subordinate, surrender, transfer, trickle away, yield.
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with the supranational dimension are similar to the ones in domestic dimension, e.g.

British, national, monetary and political, as supranational dimension entails the

cession of domestic sovereignty. The MPs regularly make comparisons to other

European countries – what, if anything, has happened to their sovereignty in the EU.

References to regional and international treaties and the cession of sovereignty they

involve is an essential indicator of this dimension. Three archetypical examples of

the supranational dimension are:

7. But this idea that if the world is to be saved it must surrender national

sovereignty to a world government, is gaining support in the United of the

Union have already agreed that this is the real solution. (Mr. McAllister,

Labour, Lords, 1950)

8. I have no objection in principle to some surrender of national sovereignty in

the interest of a supra-national body, but I should prefer it to be a body with a

greater promise of stability than I believe the E.E.C. possesses. (Mr.

Greenwood, Labour, Lords, 1972)

9. For a medium-sized power such as Britain, the best way to maximize our

influence is to pool sovereignty by combining with others. (Mr. Radice,

Labour, Commons, 1991)

The first example contains a reference to a world government, a hypothetical

incarnation of supranationalism. The choice of verb signifies delegation of

competences or fusion of powers with other states through a supranational

organization. The second concordance line states that the transference of

competences to a supranational body is, if not directly preferable, at least doable and

worthy of consideration. Dissenting opinions on the issue of how much domestic

sovereignty should be yielded derive, assumingly, from some speakers regarding

highly the principle of subsidiarity as a constitutional principle in international law

and clinging to state-centrism, while others think that in a time of increasing

interdependence and globalization, pooling state sovereignty is the solution.

According to the principle of subsidiarity, policies should be regulated at the higher

level only when they cannot be efficiently resolved at the lower level (Keating 1993:

50). The data shows that the MPs have differing opinions on whether sovereignty
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should be ceded to the European political institutions only when the national

institutions are incapable in managing the jobs related to certain political fields, or

whether capacities should be transferred irrespective of the performance of the

national institutions. In the third example, the speaker is openly a Europhile. The

concordance line presents a commitment to federalism, arguing that centralizing

sovereignty maximizes the sovereignty of Britain. What the three example

concordance lines have in common is extraterritorialization, i.e., a detachment from

the sovereignty of the state and an exemption from its jurisdiction.

5.1.4 Parliamentary sovereignty

Parliament is the supreme unified institutional authority in the UK. As already

presented in section 2.2, Dicey (1915: 37-38) famously captured the doctrine of the

sovereignty of Parliament, stating that the principle of Parliamentary sovereignty

means that Parliament has the right to make or unmake any law, and that the law of

England recognizes no person or body as having a right to override or set aside the

legislation of Parliament. Dicey’s formulation still constitutes the frame of reference

when the position of Parliament within the constitution is invoked (Gordon 2015:

13). Of primary importance in the allocation of the Parliamentary dimension are

actors, entities and adjectives indicating either a possessor of sovereignty or the

constitutional character of sovereignty: Government, Parliament, Parliamentary, the

Head of State, the House, the House of Commons, the Commonwealth, the Prime

Minister, chamber, the Crown, the Queen.

The verbs used with this dimension commonly refer to exercising a political

mandate, to reasserting the supremacy of Parliament against a threat, and to

articulating a belief in the principle of Parliamentary sovereignty11. An example of

the Parliamentary usage of sovereignty is:

11 abrogation, accept, admit, affect, affront, assert, base on, be, believe in, belong, care for, challenge,
compromise, concern, consist of, continue, deprive/deprivation, derogate/derogation, diminish,
diminution, discuss, emphasize/emphasis, enjoy, ensure, erode/erosion, establish, evolve, exercise,
express, fetter, give, have, impinge, impose, interfere with, invest with, limit, maintain, negation,
obtain, override, practice, preserve/preservation, protect, provide for, reassert, recognize,
reduce/reduction, reinforce, reject, remain, reserve, reside, rest, restore, retain, rule, say about, stand
above, state, stress, support, take away, talk about, threaten/threat, touch upon, undermine, uphold,
wreak havoc.
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10. The fundamental dogma of our unwritten Constitution is the sovereignty of the

Queen in Parliament, just as there are many written dogmas in the controlled

Constitutions as to the precise functions of the institutions created by the

Constitution. (Mr. Hogg, Conservatives, Lords, 1972)

This concordance line contains an appeal to the doctrinaire basis of Parliamentary

sovereignty in the UK. In a country with an unwritten Constitution, appealing to the

legal doctrine of the sovereignty of Parliament functions to support one’s sovereignty

claim. The MPs resort to this dogmatic history in several concordance lines. Another

example of the Parliamentary dimension is:

11. Some of those who believe in parliamentary sovereignty and campaigned

against the Maastricht treaty have done so only on the basis of a belief in, and

what they call a cherishing of, parliamentary sovereignty. (Mr. Robertson,

Labour, Commons, 1993)

Here, the speaker is accusing that some MPs, in the context of European integration,

continue to cherish the supremacy of the Westminster Parliament. The noun belief

implies that Parliamentary sovereignty, and sovereignty in a wider sense, is

something one can believe in or not. One’s disbelief in Parliamentary sovereignty

may trigger a preference of delegating competences to a supranational body, or more

radically, an abandonment of the absolutist conception of the supremacy of a national

legislative institution. Verbs such as assert, reassert and reinforce are regularly

employed to state the priority, validity and continuity of the UK Parliament. The

MPs disagree on whether there exists an urgent need to reassert the sovereignty of

the British Parliament in their discourses because of the challenges it is facing,

mainly due to the EU. The argument often goes that Parliamentary sovereignty is no

longer axiomatic. In this context, some MPs think that reasserting Parliamentary

sovereignty is the right strategy in the war against supranational attackers, whereas

others consider reasserting an impossible or undoable act, because the sovereignty of

the institution already exists.

5.1.5 Contractual sovereignty

First conceptualized by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, popular sovereignty signifies the

relationship between the political community and the Sovereign (Ziller 2003: 264-
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265). Having its foundation on the concepts of popular sovereignty and democracy, I

have coined the term contractual sovereignty to refer to the people as the ultimate

source of the state’s sovereignty and legitimacy. By contractual sovereignty, I refer

to a hypothetical or actual contract between the sovereign and the governed. The

reader willing to learn more on theories of state legitimacy can consult e.g. the

comprehensive introduction to the topic by Kymlicka (2002). The core of this

dimension is that the ultimate ownership of sovereignty is retained by the governed

people, i.e. the electorate in modern language. To the best of my knowledge,

contractual sovereignty is not found in theories of political legitimacy, but is a term I

suggest could be used as a synonym for popular sovereignty.

The primary indicators for allocating the contractual dimension to concordance lines

are entities signifying the ultimate holders of sovereignty, i.e. the people, the

electorate. The people own sovereignty, albeit they can willingly choose to delegate

it at a general election to a constitutional institution such as a Parliament. The

adjectives popular and ultimate are often employed in concordance lines classified to

this dimension. Verbs coupled with contractual sovereignty denote ownership,

delegation of sovereignty from the people and a belief in democratic principles12.

Two examples are:

12. We cannot overlook the fact that for many years to come Parliament has

effectively acknowledged a higher source of sovereignty than its own in the

shape of the popular referendum that we have just had. (Mr. Alison, Labour,

Commons, 1975)

13. We in this House are vested with our people's sovereignty; this is a

representative democracy, and power and responsibility stop here. (Mr. Blunt,

Conservatives, Commons, 1999)

Increasingly so in the 1990s, the parliamentarians have considered the people to be

the ultimate source of sovereignty. The idea on which I will elaborate later in the

Discussion is that there is a paradox between Parliamentary sovereignty and

contractual sovereignty. The data shows that whereas the majority of the

12 acknowledge, be, believe in, belong to, challenge, cling to, come from, delegate, diminish, exercise,
exist, express, give, reclaim, reside, rest, retain, vest.
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parliamentarians believe in Parliamentary sovereignty, some challenge the concept,

claiming that ultimately the sovereignty of the people is primary.

5.1.6 The theoretical dimension and the deconstructive dimension

Philosophizing and debating on the ontology of sovereignty indicates either

theoretical or deconstructive use of sovereignty. These two dimensions are discussed

here simultaneously, as there exists a continuum between them and they share some

similar indicators. I have nevertheless decided to distinguish between the two

dimensions in the classification of the concordance lines and separate frequencies

have been calculated for both the theoretical and the deconstructive dimensions. It is

important to know the specific frequencies for the deconstructive dimension, because

in the part c. of the hypothesis I suggested a peak in the deconstructive dimension in

the 1990s.

The Latin term ontologia means the science of being. The theoretical dimension

posits the concept of sovereignty to the realm of metaphysics, as the MPs speculate

the meaning and the value of the concept and pose questions like “does sovereignty

exist in the modern world?”, ”if there is sovereignty, what is it like?”. Intriguing

ideas that occur in the cases classified as belonging to the theoretical dimension are

the absoluteness and inviolability of sovereignty, the sovereignty of peace and the

conditions of effective sovereignty. Interestingly, in the context of proliferation of

ballistic missiles, some MPs argue that nuclear weapons render sovereignty an

impossible and a futile concept, a nullity.

The deconstructive dimension presents a radical argument on the ontological

hollowness of the concept. The deconstructive dimension implies an assertion that

sovereignty is non-existent, totally meaningless or the ultimate evil.

Deconstructionist analysis primarily derives from the intellectual philosophizing of

Jacques Derrida and its usage in the field of politico-legal research has been on the

increase (Beaulac 2004: 45). In this thesis, deconstruction is based on (social)

constructionism, which, as Hacking (1999: 6) explains, is critical of the status quo.

Those who subscribe to constructionism hold per se that: x need not have existed; it

is not inevitable, or that x is evil and should be extinguished or radically modified

(ibid: 6). According to this model, then, the value of sovereignty is a fiction in the
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modern world; it is utterly bad and has to be radically reconceptualised or

extinguished. Concordance lines presenting a very critical stance to the concept of

sovereignty have been identified as representing the deconstructive dimension. These

cases imply that there is no raison d'être for sovereignty to exist. Indicators for the

theoretical and the deconstructive dimensions include verbs and their derivative

nouns that primarily refer to a debate on the existence and semantics of

sovereignty13.

In the theoretical dimension, the justification of certain actors claiming the

possession of sovereignty is sometimes questioned. The adjectives employed with

the theoretical and the deconstructive dimensions are various, but the most intriguing

ones are sacrosanct, inviolable, hypothetical and real. The following concordance

lines present three examples of the theoretical dimension:

14. If independent, individual sovereignty is sacrosanct and inviolable, how is it

that we are all wedded to a world organization? (Mr. Churchill, Conservatives,

Commons, 1950)

15. The British concept of parliamentary sovereignty is basically a hangover from

Tudor despotism, with little relevance today. (Mr. Radice, Conservatives,

Commons, 1991)

16. It has been observed that sovereignty means constitutional independence only

and, like virginity, once lost it is gone (Mr. Shepherd, Conservatives,

Commons, 1992)

In the first example, Sir Winston Churchill presents a conundrum: albeit domestic

sovereignty is considered as sublime and desirable, the MPs have expressed

willingness to a supranational sovereignty. The second example contains dimensions

of the Parliamentary dimension, but it has nevertheless been categorized as

theoretical, since it parallelizes sovereignty with despotism, aiming thus to invoke

negative associations and images in the audience. It also contains a claim on the

13 assertion, be, be puzzled about, become, believe, bring, call, claim, conceive/conception, confer,
confuse, consider, deal with, define, describe, desire, eschew, exist, fall into, have, imply, is, maintain,
make sense, mean, mention, observe, occupy, pretend, redefine, regard, remain, take notice of, talk
about/for, speak of, stand for, trumpet, understand.
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diminishing relevancy of the concept. In the third case, the speaker offers a definition

to sovereignty and supports it by an allegory. His thinking reflects an absolutist

conception of sovereignty, which implies that sovereignty cannot be divided or

partially ceded, but instead it always resides in one place. Two concordance lines I

see as good examples of the deconstruction dimension, according to which

sovereignty is non-existent or evil, are:

17. When all is said and done, unbridled national sovereignty remains the prime

cause of the hideous disasters that have befallen us in this nightmare century.

(Mr. Boothby, Conservatives, Commons, 1950)

18. I leave your Lordships with one last Euro-slogan. It is this: "Sovereignty

doesn't really exist anymore, so we have lost nothing to Europe". (Mr. Lester,

Conservatives, Lords, 1997)

The first example, uttered in the immediate post-war context, argues the evilness and

the fatal consequences unlimited national sovereignty is capable of unleashing. The

second example denies the existence of sovereignty altogether.

5.2 The frequencies of sovereignty

The Hansard corpus gave 1755 hits of sovereignty in the 1950s (14.51 per million

words in the decade), 4848 hits in the 1970s (29.68 per million) and 5070 hits (28.62

per million) in the 1990s. This indicates that the occurrence of sovereignty in the

parliamentarians’ discourses has increased towards the post-modern period, albeit the

peak in the usage of sovereignty is in the 1970s if calculated according to occurrence

per million words. The clear increase in the occurrence of sovereignty in the MPs’

discourses towards the post-modern period justifies the comparison between the

three decades.

The frequencies and the percentages of the dimensions of the data sets from the

1950s, the 1970s and the 1990s are provided in the figures below, after which

follows an analysis on the frequencies and a presentation of the collocational profiles

of sovereignty. The different dimensions of sovereignty presented in the figures

demonstrate which aspects of the concept the parliamentarians have invoked. In

Figure 1. the maximum amount of hits per dimension is 300, as it is the total amount
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of concordance lines I examined per decade. Thus, the total number of concordance

lines is 900. In Figure 1, you can see the frequencies of each dimension per decade

and in Figures 2-4 the percentages of each dimension per decade.

Figure 1. The frequencies of the dimensions per decade

Figure 2. The percentages of the dimensions in the 1950s

Domestic Juridical Supranati
onal

Parliamen
tary

Contractu
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Theoretic
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Figure 3. The percentages of the dimensions in the 1970s

Figure 4. The percentages of the dimensions in the 1990s

The tripartite hypothesis proposed a peak in the frequency of a) juridical sovereignty

in the 1950s, b) Parliamentary sovereignty in the 1970s and c) the deconstructive

dimension in the 1990s. Figure 1. indicates that the parliamentarians have used the

domestic and the supranational dimensions in a constant manner. The data does not
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contain significant changes in the frequencies of these two dimensions. References to

domestic sovereignty has remained relatively stable during all the time periods. This

gives a sense of stability and predictability to the MPs’ sovereignty discourses, as the

internal aspects of sovereignty are deliberated without any deflection. Issues related

to internal affairs are always on the agenda. The column of juridical sovereignty in

the 1950s demonstrates the most conspicuous divergence in the data: 160 hits of

juridical sovereignty means 53 % of all the references to sovereignty in the 1950s.

The astonishingly dramatic decrease in the usage of juridical sovereignty from the

1950s to the 1970s and to the 1990s indicates that sovereignty discourses in the

1950s were exceptional. As the concordance lines in the 1970s and in the 1990s have

nearly the same frequency of the juridical dimension, the usage of the dimension was

by then normalized and stabilized after its extraordinarily high peak in the 1950s.

The unraveling of the British Empire had massive repercussions on the sovereignty

discourses.

The part a. of the hypothesis is confirmed, but in a more radical manner than I had

assumed. It is noteworthy that the juridical dimension is most frequently employed

when referring to foreign countries of high importance to Britain, and that the 1950’s

data set contains the most references to foreign countries. The top three foreign

countries mentioned in the 1950s are:

- Cyprus

- Egypt

- West Germany / Germany

The following factors explain the references to these countries: Before gaining

independence in the 1960s, Cyprus was part of the British Empire, first as a military

occupation and then as a Crown colony. As the position of Cyprus was changing

towards the 1960s when the UK outlined a Cypriot constitution, its position was

debated at UK Parliament. The Suez Canal debacle in 1956, often depicted as the last

fling of the imperial dice, is the main reason of Egypt appearing in the data. After

German capitulation ended World War II in Europe, the building up of West

Germany caused great wariness in both France and the UK, as they were concerned

of the consequences of Germany gaining its military potential.
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The data indicates that the MPs conceive economic and military sovereignty as

inalienable parts of full sovereignty. Indeed, Economic and Monetary Union and the

single currency have continuously been matters of high controversy causing tensions

and deep divisions across party lines in the UK (Giddings 2004: 168). The data

displays a few instances in the 1970s and 1990s, which relate to the compatibility of

having military sovereignty and ceding powers to NATO. There are 14 concordance

lines related to Germany in the 1950s, which proves that compared to the other

decades examined, the neutralization and the concern of the rearmament of Germany

was a significant discourse topic.

In addition to the domestic dimension, the supranational dimension has also been

invoked in a constant manner. The gradually happening processes of European

integration and globalization explain the quite similar frequencies of the

supranational dimension in the decades. These two phenomena have both brought

obliging international treaties and ceding capacities to international and supranational

organizations or multinational companies. Concurrently, the gradual fragmentation

of a consensus on conceiving sovereignty as a monolithic and absolutely undivided

concept has taken place. The EU, UN, OSCE, NATO and the World Bank, for

example, have each been operating for several decades already, and consequently

already in the 1950s, directly after the World Wars, the supranational dimension

occupied up to 16 % of the MPs’ sovereignty discourses, which is about the same as

both in the 1970s and in the 1990s.

The second part of the tripartite hypothesis is confirmed: the Parliamentary

dimension peaks in the 1970s as 33 % of the data in the decade refer to the

Parliamentary dimension. This represents a clear increase from the 1950s and implies

that the entry to the EU in 1973 accelerated the need to invoke Parliamentary

sovereignty. The rise in the Parliamentary dimension can signify a defense

mechanism; the MPs have appealed to the supremacy of Parliament as the highest

legislative authority in a changing political environment.

The 1990 data set represents a post-modern context, during which especially the

contractual dimension has increased significantly. The rise in the contractual

dimension implies that the sovereignty of the people has become a more constitutive

value in the society. In the 1950s, there is, quite remarkably, only one instance of the
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contractual dimension, whereas a slight increase happens in the 1970s, and a more

significant rise in the 1990s. The post-modern era has brought a need to appeal to the

mandate from the electorate in wielding power. The value of the sovereignty of the

people and their chance to exercise it is evidenced also in a wider European context,

e.g. the usage of referendums has increased and the novel mechanism of the citizen’s

initiative has been legislated. This is to say that the constitutional role of the citizens

has been enhanced.

The theoretical dimension and the deconstructive dimension have a similar profile in

frequencies, as is visible in Figure 1. The two dimensions have both increased

towards the postmodern period. The deconstructive dimension could be understood

as a sub-category of the theoretical dimension, but I have nevertheless decided to

separate it as an own dimension, as I originally hypothesized that the deconstructive

dimension would peak in the 1990s. There is, however, a continuum between the two

dimensions. Contrary to what I hypothesized, no significant peak in the

deconstructive dimension occurs in the 1990s. The part c. of the hypothesis is only

very weakly confirmed, as the data set of the 1990s has the highest frequency of this

dimension, but the rise is too small to draw any conclusions. The theoretical

dimension increases somewhat from the 1970s to the 1990s, but not remarkably

either. More remarkable is the fact that according to the data, the ontological aspects

of sovereignty where not invoked to any significant extent in the 1950s. In the 1990s,

the domestic dimension has the highest frequency when compared to the other

dimensions within the same decade, but the frequency is still smaller than in the

1970s. Overall, in the 1990s the frequencies are quite even. This implies that

provided something of extraordinary significance happens in the politico-legal

context, no significant digressions or peaks occur in the discourses and the domestic

dimension is invoked in a stable manner.

5.3 The collocational profiles of sovereignty

In this section, I provide the top 10 collocates of sovereignty from each of the three

decades examined and look into the associations between actors and the concept of

sovereignty. I will proceed to give an analysis on what kind of semantic or

theoretical groupings can be discovered from the collocational profiles, how the

collocations compare to the concordance lines and how the collocations relate to the
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dominant discourse themes of their time. Below are the top 10 collocates of

sovereignty from the 1950s, the 1970s and the 1990s. In the tables, frequency (freq)

represents the number of hits of sovereignty per decade, all represents the frequency

of the collocate in the corpus, % represents the percentage of all occurrences of the

collocate with the key word sovereignty and MI is the Mutual Information score for

the collocates. MI scoring above 3 is considered to indicate semantic bonding and a

strong collocation.

Word Freq All % MI

National 195 75506 0.26 4.48

Over 189 88471 0.21 4.20

British 121 68731 0.18 3.92

Change 83 26349 0.32 4.76

Cyprus 82 9220 0.89 6.26

Surrender 81 1355 5.98 9.01

Her 73 55068 0.13 3.51

Island 60 6247 0.96 6.37

Full 50 36484 0.14 3.56

Parliament 47 35050 0.13 3.53

Table 1. The collocational profile of sovereignty in the 1950s

Word Freq All % MI

Parliament 711 79677 0.89 5.23

National 319 91147 0.35 3.88

Parliamentary 287 27920 1.03 5.44

Loss 207 16194 1.28 5.75

Surrender 124 1367 9.07 8.58

Issue 101 42119 0.24 3.34

Ultimate 86 3767 2.28 6.59

Exercise 73 15544 0.47 4.31

Transfer 66 11567 0.57 4.59

Independence 65 9263 0.70 4.89

Table 2. The collocational profile of sovereignty in the 1970s
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Word Freq All % MI

Parliament 517 96442 0.54 4.55

National 395 112813 0.35 3.93

Parliamentary 374 37701 0.99 5.44

Over 273 135223 0.20 3.14

Loss 160 15230 1.05 5.52

Transfer 147 12944 1.14 5.63

Pooling 104 281 37.01 10.66

Independence 75 9512 0.79 5.11

Concept 68 12503 4.51 4.57

Westminster 66 13295 0.29 4.44

Table 3. The collocational profile of sovereignty in the 1990s

The collocational profiles contain certain thematic groupings, which reflect the

discourse topics also expressed in the concordance lines of each period. A collocate

related to the domestic dimension, national, ranks high in all the periods, as it always

occurs among the top two positions. This reinforces the idea that in the thinking of

the parliamentarians, sovereignty embodies powerful normative principles related to

the primacy of the nation-state and national identity. It is noteworthy that the first

three collocates are the same in the 1970s and the 1990s, referring to the primacy of

national institutions and internal affairs. In the 1970s, the most prominent feature in

the sovereignty discourses is the high level of references to Parliamentary

sovereignty. As shown in the collocational profiles, Parliament has the highest

frequency in the 1970s. There is a strong constitutional dimension in the

collocational profiles of the 1970s and the 1990s, signified by collocates Parliament,

Parliamentary and Westminster. These collocates represent a thematic grouping of

the Parliamentary dimension.

Significantly, the majority of the collocates in the 1950s are related to the unravelling

of the British Empire. This is the only period when a country (Cyprus) is ranked

highly in the collocation lists. In the analysis on the concordance lines, Cyprus was

stated to be in the list of top three foreign countries mentioned in the data.

Surprisingly, independence occurs in the top 10 list of the two other periods, but not

in the 1950s. Still, the majority of the collocates in the 1950s are clearly related to
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the granting of independence or to the articulation of authority claims over a

territory: over, change, Cyprus, her and full represent a thematic grouping of such

collocates. These form a thematic grouping of the juridical dimension. In the 1950s,

the parliamentarians’ sovereignty discourses revolve much around the Second World

War. Recurrent themes are the proliferation of nuclear weapons, communism and the

Soviet Union, the desire of peace, the Schuman Declaration and whether it is wise

for Britain to join the European Community. As was already stated in section 5.2, a

high level of the juridical dimension in the 1950s and a high number of references to

foreign countries are two conspicuous features of the decade. It is surprising that

none of the collocational profiles contain state, since sovereignty and state have an

intimate and powerful relationship according to the scholarly writings on

sovereignty, as was presented in Chapter 3. The lexeme state is, however, present in

collocates such as British and national, as these two lexemes clearly have a state-

centric content.

It is noteworthy that the verb surrender has 9.01 MI in the 1950s and 8.58 MI in the

1970s, signifying a strong collocation and a very characteristic co-occurrence pattern

between sovereignty and surrender. Surrender appears to be a versatile and multi-

purpose verb when coupled with sovereignty, as it is can be employed e.g. to denote

surrending national competencies and surrending sovereignty over a territory.

Besides surrender, other verbs and derivative nouns indicating a cession or an

abandonment of sovereignty are transfer, pooling and loss. A clearly supranational

collocate, pooling, occurs in the collocational profile of the 1990s with a very strong

MI of 10.66. Of all the supranational verbs and nouns listed in section 5.1.3,

pool/pooling seems to be favoured. The collocational profiles include the adjectives

ultimate and full, forming a thematic grouping related to the absolutist

conceptualization of sovereignty. These adjectives are often related in the 1970s to a

need to articulate that UK Parliament retains its ultimate sovereignty despite being

challenged, and in the 1950s to a need to contemplate on the rightfulness of granting

a full, complete sovereignty to a British colony or to Germany. This sort of discourse

implies that there is an inner core and a peripheral sphere in the concept of

sovereignty. Accordingly, one can differentiate between an ultimate and absolute

sovereignty and a peripheral, relative sovereignty. Indeed, the MPs state in their

sovereignty discourses that the Government has ensured that there will not be any
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cession of the ultimate sovereignty of Parliament. The implication is that some

cession of sovereignty is acceptable, but not the cession of the ultimate sovereignty.

Also, in some cases, this collocation refers to the principles of democracy, i.e. that

the ultimate sovereignty vests in those who are governed. This refers to what I have

named the contractual dimension.

Collocates implying a debate on the semantics and the meaningfulness of

sovereignty, issue and concept, occur in the two later time periods. They reflect the

theoretical and the deconstructive dimensions, “the sovereignty issues”, as one MP

puts it in the data set of the 1990s. The occurrence of these two collocates agrees

with the analysis on the concordance lines, namely that in the 1970s, debates on the

ontology of sovereignty started to be a norm in sovereignty discourses. This kind of

debate is scarcely visible in the 1950s, in the decade directly after the World Wars.

Debate on the meaningfulness of the politico-legal concept of sovereignty is clearly a

feature of the later time periods. The collocational profile of the 1990’s is the most

heterogeneous one, as it includes elements of many dimensions. This concurs with

the analysis on the concordance lines, which also revealed quite even frequencies

between the dimensions in the post-modern decade. Consequently, in each decade

examined, the lexical patterns in the usage of the keyword reflect the political

context in which the discourses are embedded.

6 Discussion

This chapter focuses on the findings of the analysis in the context of the research

question and the tripartite hypothesis. I will present sovereignty as a powerful

discursive claim to authority and explain how the dimensions of sovereignty relate to

a theory of adaptation process that is proposed for the concept. I will also present

arguments with respect to the data that challenge sovereignty.

6.1 The many incarnations and paradoxes of sovereignty

The primary objective of this study was to examine the dimensions of the British

parliamentarians’ sovereignty discourses since the inception of European integration

and globalization. In the tripartite hypothesis, I proposed three peaks in the

frequencies of sovereignty: a) juridical sovereignty in the 1950s, b) Parliamentary
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sovereignty in the 1970s and c) the deconstructive dimension in the 1990s. While the

former two were confirmed, part c) was only very weakly confirmed. Even if the

frequencies of the theoretical and the deconstructive dimensions in the 1990s were

added up, their total frequency would still not surpass the frequency of the domestic

dimension in the decade. The fact that the deconstructive dimension, contrary to my

assumption, is not very prominent even in the 1990s, implies that sovereignty as a

concept has retained strong discursive currency also in the post-modern period. It is

significant that the domestic dimension and the supranational dimension have been

invoked most constantly compared to the other dimensions. There are no high peaks

or drops in their frequencies. As these two dimensions refer to discourses on

preserving, protecting, exercising and ceding state sovereignty, it implies that

national sovereignty is always on the discursive agenda in a predictable and stable

way. There exists a continuum between the domestic and the supranational

dimensions, as they both refer, albeit from differing perspectives, to the sovereignty

of the state and what is/should be its orientation and function.

The collocational profiles and the usage of different dimensions of sovereignty reveal

the MPs’ conceptualizations of sovereignty and the dominant discourses surrounding

the concept. The analysis reveals how the parliamentarians have constructed and

conceptualized the concept in different social, cultural and political settings. The

matrix of dimensions is dependent on the elite’s usage of the concept of sovereignty.

As discourse is a practice systematically forming and re-forming the object of which

it is about, sovereignty could have adopted a different outlook provided that the

MPs’ meaning negotiation and usage of the concept had generated other kind of

conceptual frameworks. The dimensions invoked in the discourses are interconnected

to one another in that together they generate the full composition of sovereignty.

The thematic groupings of the collocational profiles of the 1950s and 1970s agree

with the frequencies of the dimensions, in that elements of juridical sovereignty are

manifested in the collocational profile of the 1950s and elements of Parliamentary

sovereignty in the 1970s. As stated before, the collocational profile of the 1990s

contains various elements, and it is not possible to draw as straightforward parallels

between the dimensions of sovereignty and the collocates of the period.
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Sovereignty possess different attributes of which power is one commonly referred to.

In the data, there seems to be no unequivocal consensus between the MPs on what

kind of power sovereignty entails. Power can be conceived as absolute or as relative.

Amalgamating power and sovereignty is illustrated by the following example:

19. That is the hon. Gentleman's view, but my view is that power has everything

to do with sovereignty. Power is what sovereignty is about. There is no point

in claiming theoretical sovereignty unless one has power to ensure that it is

exercised. (Mr. Johnston, Labour, Commons, 1972)

In addition to the question on power, the question on how to maximize state

sovereignty is frequently referred to in the data. Maximizing sovereignty can be

viewed as building a strategy where the participants, i.e. the parliamentarians,

carefully consider the next move on how to best exert influence and increase

Britain’s power. The data shows that the MPs disagree on whether maximizing

sovereignty is best accomplished by defending unbridled national sovereignty or by

pooling national sovereignty. It seems that ultimately, the question of maximizing

sovereignty is related to how peace can be maintained between equally sovereign

states and to the fatal consequences a war always has on the humankind. The

following case is an example of this reasoning:

20. National sovereignty in my time brought two World Wars, civil wars,

economic instability, political instability, unemployment and poverty,

breeding in many cases only totalitarianism: Our concepts of national

sovereignty must be revised if the world is to avoid a repetition of the

economic and political collapse of the interwar years and its awful

consequences. (Mr. Houghton, Labour, Lords, 1975)

If the concept of a unitary, national sovereignty is to be revised, as the speaker

requires in the example, what could replace it? The insinuation here is that the

revised formulation should not contain the unbridled, absolute sovereignty of a

sovereign state to wage war. Indeed, European law scholars have started to endorse a

disaggregated conceptualization of a fragmented, divided and partial sovereignty

(Kalmo and Skinner 2010: 20). As explained in Chapter 5, the dimension of

supranational sovereignty was added to the matrix of dimensions after doing several
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rounds of analysis of the data. The quite high and stable frequencies of the

supranational dimension in the data indicate how the possibility to fuse and pool state

sovereignty, to make it partial in a sense, has taken an essential place in the

parliamentarians’ discourses.

When asked about Britain losing sovereignty in joining the European Community,

Harold Wilson, who served as the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom between

1964 - 1970 and 1974 – 1976, quipped that he regarded the pooling of sovereignty as

“a mark of an advancing civilization” (Wall 2013: 166). However, as Walker (2003:

15) explains, the metaphorical and figurative language of sovereignty disaggregation

is in political literature often put in quotation marks, marking the oxymoronic quality

that the annexation of concepts such as sovereignty and pooling have. Walker (ibid:

15) continues that this indicates a bankruptcy of our explanatory language. The

supranational dimension indeed is an internally contradictory concept. Sovereignty, a

quality of the highest organ of the state, is classically conceived as indivisible. When

its supreme power is divided, no organ is at the apex of power (Troper 2010: 137-

138). Consequently, it appears that sovereignty escapes many of the various

definitions it has been given and that the different theoretical apparatuses developed

to demarcate and explicate it can none do the job completely satisfactorily. The

concept can take many incarnations through discourses.

Sovereignty indeed is a paradoxical concept in many senses. As Koskenniemi

suggests, “is not the very idea of law between sovereigns oxymoronic?”

(Koskenniemi 1989, cited in Walker 2008: 25). This remark applies to what I have

termed the juridical dimension, i.e. to the international laws governing the relations

between equally sovereign states, namely that there are obliging laws between the

sovereigns.

6.2 Sovereignty as a discursive claim to authority

The illusion that there is a unitary understanding of sovereignty is dispelled when

one attends to its politico-historical genesis and the various conceptualizations and

incarnations leading to different practices of the concept. By concentrating on

sovereignty as a function, however, the emphasis shifts from the ontological debate

on to how sovereignty is played out in the politico-legal practices (Adler-Nissen
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2008: 82). Politicians can perform various speech acts by invoking the concept of

sovereignty in political debates. A British philosopher of languages and the

developer of the Speech act theory, J. L Austin, distinguished linguistic acts into

locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary speech acts. Whereas locutionary act is

the act of saying something, illocutionary act refers to what is performed in saying

something. Perlocutionary act refers to the effect or the consequences of the

utterance; the act performed by the utterance (Austin 1962: 94, 108). According to

Walker (2008: 26), speech acts invoking sovereignty involve locutionary,

illocutionary and perlocutionary force, entailing consequences on the political and

social practices of the concept that are inseparable from sovereignty’s current

semantic constellations.

I believe that one primary reason for a frequent invocation of sovereignty is that the

concept represents a powerful normative symbol and for many it justifies limitless

power. Indeed, if it is unlikely that the ontological status of sovereignty can ever be

completely resolved, it is worthwhile to study also how actors have invoked

sovereignty, as Walker (2008: 26) terms it, as a discursive claim to authority.

Politicians have instrumentalized their use of sovereignty to accomplish various

goals, e.g. to reassert power, to reinforce the legitimacy and primacy of state

sovereignty and its constitutional actors, and to downplay possible aberrations on the

primacy of the nation states. In the time of European integration and globalization

the speech act of sovereignty, the claim to authority, may often be a more complex

act to perform, but nonetheless the concept has retained its currency as a valid

instrument in the construction of the national and international legal ordering of

authority (Walker 2003: 19-25). It actually seems that sovereignty is internal to the

two processes of integration and globalization; it is very much in the core of how

relationships between different national and supranational actors are constituted.

Despite possible challenges in the invocation of sovereignty, or perhaps just because

of them, what Walker (2008: 26) distinguishes as a symbolic dimension of language

usage is much employed. It is through the symbolic dimension of sovereignty that

expressive claims to authority are made. These claims to sovereignty provide an

identifiable discursive register (ibid: 26-27).
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While making authority claims through the symbolic dimension of sovereignty, the

MPs simultaneously construct and negotiate the meaning of sovereignty with

linguistic devices. I believe that the symbolic usage of sovereignty often implies the

totality of sovereignty, all its various attributes and dimensions. In the discourses, the

speakers approach sovereignty from differing standpoints, as the concept can be

viewed as absolute or nonabsolute, glorious or evil, monolithic or fragmented,

limited or unlimited. Through the perlocutionary force of the speech acts, changes in

the conceptualizations may gradually lead to changes in the social, political and legal

practices of sovereignty. There exists an interconnection between the

conceptualizations, doctrines, discourses and practices of sovereignty.

Invoking sovereignty gives a specific character for the discourses in which it is

embedded. The concept represents, as Beaulac (2004: 30) suggests, an active force.

According to Beaulac (ibid: 30) the linguistic sign of sovereignty has functioned as a

forceful political tool and a rhetorical weapon. He argues (ibid: 1) that sovereignty is

one of the most powerful words having its own existence as an active force in the

shared social consciousness of a community and represents a unique form of social

power. Thus, through the cognitive processes language plays a dominant role in

creating discourses and ordering the world.

6.3 On extinction: Sovereignty challenged

In the data set of the 1970’s, two cases containing arguments on the extinction of

Parliamentary sovereignty represent the most radical and politico-legally significant

evidence on how the accession to the EC in 1973 caused fears. In both instances, the

British entry to the Community is suggested to incur the extinction of Parliamentary

sovereignty. I find it necessary to discuss the rationale and consequences of such

contentions. Here is one of the concordance lines as an example:

21. …the manner in which the European Communities Bill has been framed has

had the effect of excluding from amendment and discussion many aspects

affecting the extinction of parliamentary sovereignty and also vital matters

arising out of the Treaty of Accession'. (Mr. Lloyd, Conservatives, Commons,

1972)
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The doctrinaire semantic core and the dominant characteristic of the British

understanding of sovereignty is the supremacy of Parliament. Sir Ivor Jennings, a

prominent, authoritative British lawyer in the field of constitutional law, has

famously depicted the omnipotence of the British Parliament, extending to all

persons and places, by stating that if Parliament “enacts that smoking in the streets of

Paris is an offence, then it is an offence” (Jennings 1959: 170). That both cases

containing a claim on the extinction of Parliamentary sovereignty occur in the debate

on the European Communities Bill (1972) is significant, yet not unexpected. Both of

them argue that the Communities Bill and the Treaty of Accession will affect

Parliament’s sovereignty in the most radical form; by rendering it extinct. This

contention implies that although the British Parliament has exercised absolute and

undivided sovereignty as the supreme legislative body in the UK, its sovereignty is

threatened to become relative and divided.

But herein lies a conundrum. If the EU law enjoys primacy over the British law due

to the European Communities Act 1972, Britain at the moment still technically being

a member of the EU, what does it entail to the sovereignty of Parliament? Parliament

would have limited its own sovereignty, the only thing that according to Dicey it

could not do. Parliament has retained its sovereignty in those areas of domestic

decision-making that do not fall under the EU law, but due to the primacy of the EU

law, Parliament is not anymore absolutely sovereign; it cannot exercise its

sovereignty contrary what EU law enacts. Whether sovereignty in its Diceyan form

still exists is debatable also according to the data. The two concordance lines

contending the extinction of Parliamentary sovereignty hold it that an absolutist and

indivisible form of Parliamentary sovereignty is vanishing. The data shows that the

MPs have a need to uphold the notion of the absolute sovereignty of Parliament by

resorting to and invoking the Diceyan, original formulation of the concept. This

accords with the observation of Koskenniemi, which I presented in the theoretical

framework, namely that whenever the decision-making powers of the state

institutions are considered to be threatened and challenged, people tend to resort to

the absolute power of the institutions (Koskenniemi 2010: 224-225). It is paradoxical

that at a time when sovereignty has to a certain extent been pooled and fragmented,

the absolute sovereignty of the state institutions in clung to. It also reveals how the
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human mind is inclined to work whenever the security of the state, and perhaps by

implication one´s personal safety, is perceived to be threatened.

The data from the 1950s contains one case where the speaker compares sovereignty

to suzerainty. In international relations, suzerainty is a term applied to a situation

where one state recognizes the supremacy of another sovereign state, albeit it itself is

also sovereign to a certain degree (Wallwyn 1899: 432). This kind of supremacy

relation can result from a feudatory relationship, or by a treaty of peace or alliance

(ibid: 432). The term itself means lord paramount, referring to the one who granted a

form of sovereignty over a territory to be held as a fief. These territories have been

referred to as feudatory states (ibid: 432). Here is an example containing suzerainty:

22. I think there may be a danger of confusing suzerainty with sovereignty.

Suzerainty is a conception, which is quite common in the East, where it is

intended to signify a token prestige; but a suzerain has no right whatsoever to

interfere with the autonomy of the vassal. (Mr. Wakefield, Conservatives,

Commons, 1950)

This example case was spoken in a debate concerning Chinese suzerainty over Tibet.

The concept of suzerainty implies that the other sovereign territory is not fully

sovereign, but to a degree. In the example, the discussion seems to be about the

principle on non-intervention, the exclusion of foreign power to interfere to the

autonomy of another country and the incompatibleness of this with certain political

concepts. The reason for focusing here on this term is that the relationship between

two entities, where one recognizes the supremacy of the other, resembles the

relationship between the EU and its member states. It might be argued that because

the British Parliament has voluntarily signed international treaties and voluntarily

delegated competencies to the EU, it has not lost its ultimate sovereignty. However,

voluntariness, in my view, represents the habit of delegation, and the voluntariness of

delegation does not mean that the ultimate core would not have been affected. What

presently exists most certainly cannot be sovereignty to do whatever one pleases

without reconciliation actions with EU law or international obligations.

The relationship of the EU and the member states culminates in what can be

understood as suzerainty, in that the supremacy of the other (EU) overrides the other
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(member states), and that to a certain extent two different entities both have and

share sovereign powers. However, reconciling the ultimate sovereignty with

partiality and sharing of powers entails discarding the conception of a full, absolute

and undivided sovereignty.

In the post-modern era, democratic tools such as referendums and the Citizen’s

Initiative have limited the sovereignty of national legislative institutions. It can be

argued that there is a paradox between Parliamentary sovereignty and contractual,

popular sovereignty. Whereas Parliament is the highest legislative authority in the

state, it recognizes an even higher source of sovereignty, the people. The data shows

that the MPs reconcile this paradox by arguing that the ultimate sovereignty rests in

the people, who temporarily vest it in Parliament. This delegation of sovereignty in

the general elections forms the basis of the modern representative democracy. The

procedure itself implies that sovereignty is a thing or a commodity that can exchange

the owner and be momentarily transferred. Consequently, under the constitutional

procedure and practice of the UK, the sovereignty of Parliament ultimately derives

from the rights and sovereignty of the British people. The two concepts of

Parliamentary democracy and Parliamentary sovereignty are inseparably linked.

The possible extinction of dimensions of sovereignty and the constructing of new

and adapted ones are interlinked, as the extinction of one dimension may lead to new

or adapted forms of sovereignty. This means that the new dimension has some

advantage over the extinct one, and that the triumphant course of a dimension is

dependent on the speakers invoking it regularly and the audience accepting it. The

data contains arguments according to which it is dangerous to believe that

sovereignty is a fixed and immutable thing that cannot change along with

geopolitical changes. From this transmutation and adaptation process arises the

constant need to negotiate and rework the concept. Reworking the concept, then, has

repercussions on the practice of the concept.

Justice Holmes of the United States Supreme Court once said that a word should be

viewed as a dynamic, not a static entity. In the context of statutory interpretation, he

wrote: “A word is not a crystal, transparent and unchanged, it is the skin of a living

thought and may vary greatly in color and content according to the circumstances
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and the time in which it is used”14. The reasoning articulated by Justice Holmes

reinforces the idea that is the cornerstone of this thesis, i.e. that a concept may have

different dimensions. Some of them can prevail in a certain political context but later

decrease in their frequency. New and adapted dimensions can then emerge and

supplant them. The linguistic philosophy of Humpty Dumpty is aptly related to the

reasoning of Justice Holmes. It is such that when Humpty Dumpty himself uses a

word, it ”means just what I choose it to mean – neither more nor less”15. The truth-

value of this anecdote in human communication is perhaps debatable, yet it does

have a point of contact with the MPs’ sovereignty discourses. The following example

proves this point:

23. We seem to be living in some "Alice in Wonderland" world when we talk

about sovereignty where words mean what each person says what they mean

rather than what they actually mean. (Mr. Enright, Conservatives, Commons,

1992)

What Mr. Enright insinuates here is that the subjective wishes and the intentions of

the speakers wholly determinate the meaning of sovereignty, rather than the

authentic meaning of the concept, whatever that may be. His inference leads to

essentialism, that sovereignty has an inherent core and an essentially fixed character,

which the other parliamentarians with their misconceptions have failed to grasp. As

was discussed in section 2.4, the principal consequence of the linguistic turn is the

view that humans actively mobilize concepts to constitute objects and reality. If

sovereignty can be invoked to serve whatever intention the speaker wishes, then

indeed the concept itself is continually socially constructed in discourses. In

reference to Justice Holmes, in judicial reasoning this entails that the purpose of

invoking e.g. sovereignty can serve a plethora of purposes, according to the wish of

the speaker.

An extensive examination of the possible extinction of Parliamentary sovereignty

and its adaptation to the changing political circumstances is beyond the scope of this

study, but it represents a very intriguing and topical area of research for the future

14 Towne v Eisner, 245 U.S. 418 (1919), at 425.
15 L. Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There. London, Macmillan, ch. 6:
124.
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work on sovereignty. It may be too early for a requiem of the undivided, unlimited

and omnipotent conceptualization of sovereignty, but still, a reconciliation of

sovereignty and partiality implies a diminishing value for the absolutist conception of

sovereignty.

7 Conclusion

I shall now summarize what I have examined in this thesis. Here I tie together the

key issues revealed in the analysis. In this chapter, I also reflect on the significance

of the study in relation to further investigation of sovereignty.

In the Introduction, I argued that sovereignty, while being a foundational concept in

the theory of national and international law, is much debated and has a variety of

meanings. It was noted that without sovereignty, contemporary international relations

cannot exist (Philpott 2001: 16). The Introduction set out the objective of this study,

that is, to answer the research question on what dimensions have the British

parliamentarians’ sovereignty discourses reflected since the inception of European

integration and globalization. It also presented the tripartite hypothesis, which

suggested that the data shows a peak in the frequency of a) juridical sovereignty in

the 1950s, b) Parliamentary sovereignty in the 1970s and c) the deconstructive

dimension in the 1990s.

In the Theoretical framework, I introduced scholarly debates on sovereignty, the

genesis of state sovereignty, and the theory of constructionism according to which

concepts and reality are constituted in discourses through the active

operationalization of linguistic devices; the ontology of sovereignty lies in what

humans make of it through rhetorical practices and linguistic conventions. This

chapter also presented the unique British model of Parliamentary sovereignty, which

entails that Parliament has the right to make or unmake any law and that no person or

body has a right to override or set aside what Parliament enacts. A convincing

apology for Parliamentary sovereignty, expressed also by the MPs in the data, is that

sovereignty must be robustly defended in the UK, because the country does not have

a written, codified constitution. Thus, in countries where the written, codified

constitution defends the sovereignty of the constitutional institutions, the need to

declare in Parliamentary discourses the sovereignty of these national institutions may
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be lower than in the UK. A comparative study on how, for example, the elites of the

UK, Germany and France have construed and constructed the notion of sovereignty

of their supreme legislative institutions, could be revealing in the examination of the

concept of sovereignty.

In Chapter 3, I illustrated the politico-historical context of the study and looked at the

key events occurring during the decades examined, namely the unravelling of the

British Empire, the entry of Britain to the EC, and the phenomena of European

integration and globalization. The two currents of European integration and

globalization have posed normative and practical challenges to states in exercising

undivided authority within their territories. The membership of Britain in the

European Union has been considered to entail a serious challenge to the doctrine of

Parliamentary sovereignty, as EU law has primacy over domestic law. Indeed, the

repatriation of sovereignty from Brussels has been an issue regularly coming up in

the debates of national parliaments.

Chapter 4 presented the Hansard corpus and illustrated the methodology used in

analysing the data. I explained how the analysis of the concordance lines and the

collocational analysis were conducted. The primary method used in analysing the

data was the classification of concordance lines to different dimensions of

sovereignty, which are the domestic dimension, the juridical dimension, the

supranational dimension, the Parliamentary dimension, the contractual dimension,

the theoretical dimension and the deconstructive dimension. The analysis was carried

out by classifying 900 concordance lines into the matrix of sovereignty, according to

different indicators, and by examining the top 10 collocations of sovereignty from

the three periods of 1950s, 1970s and 1990s. Chapter 5 conducted the analysis.

While a) and b) of the tripartite hypothesis were confirmed, c) was only weakly

confirmed. In the 1990s, the frequencies of the dimensions of sovereignty manifested

no significant peak. The findings of this study reveal that the juridical dimension

peaks in the 1950s, the Parliamentary dimension in the 1970s and in the 1990s the

frequencies are quite even. With regard to the collocations, the majority of the

collocates in the 1950s are related to the unravelling of the British Empire, whereas

there is a constitutional grouping of collocates in the profiles of the 1970s and the
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1990s. Of the three collocational profiles, the 1990’s is the most heterogeneous one

containing collocates referring to various dimensions.

In the Discussion, I focused on the many attributes, incarnations and paradoxes of

sovereignty. I discussed sovereignty as a powerful claim to authority, proposed an

adaptive character to the concept, and examined the claims on the extinction of the

sovereignty of Parliament. It was argued that through the symbolic dimension of

sovereignty the MPs perform claims to authority and that they simultaneously

negotiate the meaning of sovereignty with linguistic devices. If Voloshinov (1973:

13) is right in that “the word is the most sensitive index of social change”, then it is

only natural that in different contexts sovereignty reflects different dimensions,

coincident with the political circumstances of the period. Indeed, Armstrong (2003:

350) has remarked that the concept of sovereignty has always been in transition in

the UK. The MPs’ sovereignty discourses are an interplay of conceptualizations,

practices and doctrines of sovereignty. Sovereignty needs to be studied in the

political discourses in which it is embedded, as the discourses both reflect the present

understanding of the concept and construct the concept itself, with direct

consequences on how sovereignty is practiced in the politico-legal arena.

Despite all the criticism it has attracted, sovereignty is, as Kalmo and Skinner (2010:

2) note, very much at the centre of politico-theoretical discussions: it is alive, well

and omnipresent. Kalmo and Skinner argue (ibid: 2) that criticism towards the

concept has actually worked against dispelling the concept, as the ongoing debate

around it feeds it. Koskenniemi (2010: 222) argues the same, stating that regardless

of the future changes in juridical and political languages, the attraction of sovereignty

persists. He even refers to sovereignty as transcendental, capturing a foundational

aspect of the politico-legal system which lies beyond our normal vocabulary (ibid:

222). The ontological aspects of sovereignty are clearly much debated in Parliament,

but the explanatory value of the concept is not frqeuently totally dismissed, and thus

the frequency of the deconstructive dimension is low throughout the decades.

Consequently, according to the findings of this thesis, sovereignty has retained a

strong discursive currency also in the post-modern period. The concept has survived

many premature academic obituaries and it seems that it is in the scholarly debates

where its value is more questioned than in legislative chambers.
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A question for the future relates to what sacrifices or fusions of domestic sovereignty

should the nation states make in the face of global challenges and issues such as

terrorism, human rights, world poverty, large-scale migration, failing states and

nuclear proliferation. An intriguing thought is the hypothetical concept of a world

government, a centralized sovereignty, also mentioned by the MPs in the data, which

would exercise supranational sovereignty with the aim of marshalling humankind

towards a stronger collective voice. This novel form of authority would possess all

the characteristics of sovereignty. Prerequisites for the European progress sometimes

mean mutually conflicting ideas, as for some they mean surrending national

sovereignty, and to others they mean exercising sovereignty in conjunction with

partners, so that the totality of sovereignty is greater than the parts of it. Possible

future avenues for investigating the tensions between different conceptualizations

and dimensions of sovereignty are, for example, what kind of effect the imperial past

of Britain has had to parliamentarians’ sovereignty discourses, or how the “EU-as-

empire-discourse” continues to intrude to national sovereignty discourses, invoking

claims on repatriating state sovereignty. The scenarios of the extinction of

Parliamentary sovereignty and of a hypothetical relation of suzerainty between

nation-states and supranational bodies are also valuable objects of inquiry.

The concept of sovereignty remains an extremely topical area of research in the

context of the British exit from the EU. The ruling of the Supreme Court that there

had to be an Act of Parliament before the British government could initiate Britain’s

departure from the EU implies what I have proposed in this study; there is a paradox

between the Parliamentary and the contractual dimensions of sovereignty. A result of

the citizens’ opinion via referendum on Brexit was not enough, but there had to be

the consent of Parliament on the issue. The two dimensions thus seem mutually

exclusive, albeit in a sense they are not, as the parliamentarians have been delegated

sovereignty from the citizens. This highlights the oxymoronic character of

sovereignty. It appears that some of its dimensions are in a conflictual relationship.

There being no precedent, the process and timetable for triggering Article 50 are still

unclear.

Currently it seems likely that unless the modern state as a political unit dissolves, the

concept of sovereignty will continue to retain significant discursive currency in the
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future also. As Werner and de Wilde say (2001: 297), the concept continues to be

maintained as an existential value of legal and political spheres. A tension between

the dimensions of domestic and supranational sovereignty will probably persist in the

face of further delegation of capacities and politicians will continue to endorse

sovereignty as a powerful claim to authority. The future scenario may be such that

the classical Diceyan, absolutist conceptualization of sovereignty continues to be

further challenged by the two currents of European integration and globalization. In

this context, sovereignty as an entity to be guarded and held as a splendid,

monolithic, unitary concept may significantly adapt and lose its relevancy. It may

also decline any adaptation and strive to retain its undivided, absolutist dimensions.

It is also possible that, as this study shows, because sovereignty can be viewed as an

aggregation of dimensions, some of its dimensions can persist while the other ones

perish. As MacCormick says (2010: 152), sovereignty has many senses and

applications, some of which may lose contemporary relevancy without the other

ones.

Sovereignty is maintained through the discourses and I argue that the concept cannot

disappear unless discourses around it disappear and the state as an authoritative unit

dissolves. What is invoked in the level of discourses has the possibility to be visibly

realized or practiced in the socio-political arenas. It seems likely that sovereignty will

retain its analytical and normative currency also in the future, albeit as a paradoxical

concept and prone to gradual metamorphosis. When mobilized, it allows for

exceptional and powerful political measures. The lack of consensus on its ontological

character ultimately derives, I believe, from differing beliefs, values, political

ideologies and norms to which one adheres. Perhaps there is not enough collective

intentionality, the sharing of intentional states like beliefs, desires and intentions, in

the conceptualizations of sovereignty at the international arena. The concept of

sovereignty is crucial to international security and cooperation, but it is important to

recognize that it may take more than one form and perform various functions.

Linguistic signs such as sovereignty can be skillfully and strategically maneuvered to

accomplish political goals and to transform and constitute the reality. As an

argumentative resource, an individual concept such as sovereignty carries power in

the construction of the politico-legal regime through discoures. If we can reconfigure
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linguistic phenomena and socio-political as mutually constitutive, as a two-way

relationship infinitely constituting one another, the alliance of linguistics and

political sciences can contribute to our comprehension of the world. Langauge

carries enormous constructive power in the sovereign-coded international

configuration.
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Appendices: Illustrative examples of the concordance lines from

each time period

In the following concordance lines, the first abbreviation C/L indicates the House of

Commons (C) or the House of Lords (L), followed by the year and the surname of

the MP. The second abbreviation C/L in parentheses indicates the party of the MP

(Conservatives (C), Labour (L) or Liberal Democrats (L). In parentheses after the

concordance line is its classification on the 7-dimensional matrix of sovereignty.

Each Appendix contains 30 concordance lines.

Appendix A: Concordance lines from the 1950s

C-1957 Drayson (C) whose sovereignty remains unaffected: As the transfer of

sovereignty affects the people of Penang and Malacca, it was thought only (juridical)

L-1955 Layton (C) On the last day of this Parliament Germany enters into her

sovereignty again: It is the end of one chapter, but it (juridical)

C-1954 Legge Bourke (C) that we believe in the increase or the maintenance of

national sovereignty and at the same time say that we believe in pooling our

(domestic)

C-1957 Biggs D (C) European nations which seek through unity to safeguard

their sovereignty and civilization will lose their zeal for a new Europe if they

(domestic)

C-1950 Silverman (L) order to make sure that the House of Commons preserves its

sovereignty and freedom: We create the necessary machinery to enable it to

(Parliamentary)

L-1954 Macpherson (C) it was British liberation; we gave her back her sovereignty

and her freedom intact: The world cannot be too (juridical)

C-1956 Noble (C) could not admit any act tending towards encroachment on their

sovereignty and independence: The Government of Jordan associated (juridical)
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C-1957 Wall (C) to the Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth century: Sovereignty

in defense is gone: This little nation no longer will rule (domestic)

C-1951 Beamish (L) now be taken to protect British territory and establish British

sovereignty in international law (juridical)

C-1956 Longden (C) of its sovereignty, but every nation has to understand that

sovereignty does not mean absolute power: If it does, then (theoretical)

C-1958 Williams (C) again that there is no possible doubt about our position and

sovereignty in that territory: To return to my starting point, I (juridical)

L-1957 Scrymgeour W (C) also said that we must be prepared for some sacrifice of

sovereignty in the common cause, which I hope we are: But (supranational)

L-1954 Fitz (C) once again that they cannot contemplate a change in the sovereignty

of Cyprus: The proposed constitutional arrangements have not (juridical)

C-1958 Macmillan (C) like ours, with no written constitution and no limit upon the

sovereignty of Parliament, a second Chamber is essential: Therefore, the question

(Parliamentary)

C-1957 Walker Smith (C) to say that it is a small thing, because the sovereignty of

Parliament is absolute and what it says must be done (Parliamentary)

C-1954 Wyatt (C) it because it is an international force and they want greater

sovereignty over their own armed forces (domestic)

C-1950 Boothby (C) question of national when all is said and done, unbridled

national sovereignty remains the prime cause of the hideous disasters that have

befallen (deconstructive)

C-1953 Elliot (C) flows the life-blood of the country: It is here that  sovereignty

resides: We cannot get away from the responsibilities of (Parliamentary)

C-1958 Maitland (C) and will he develop what he said about giving more sovereignty

to N:A:T:O: in view of our relations with the Commonwealth? (supranational)

C-1956 Hinching (C) was ravished and occupied during the war, has retained her
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sovereignty to the extent of offering a solution to her North African problem

(juridical)

C-1954 Silverman (C) There is also the question of the proposed concession of full

sovereignty to West Germany:  The House is being asked to adjourn for (juridical)

C-1959 Strachey (C) retained bases in an island over which they did not have

sovereignty years ago without precipitating any of the protracted trouble (juridical)

L-1959 Beveridge (C) the dreary nonsense that has been talked for generations about

sovereignty! To say that a nation is not sovereign and independent if (theoretical)

L-1950 Henderson (L) in the political and economic sphere we must retain our

sovereignty: Surely we must also retain our sovereignty in the strategic and

(domestic)

L-1950 Lindemann (L) treaty involves the giving up of certain elements of national

sovereignty: The United Nations Charter condemns us to accept orders from a

(supranational)

C-1955 Eden (C) that an armistice or the cessation of fighting does not affect

sovereignty: There has not been a transfer of sovereignty because, at (juridical)

L-1959 Scrymgeour W (C) us to realise that there must be some surrender of national

sovereignty: There can be no effective World Parliament as one could call it

(supranational)

C-1956 Zilliacus (C) committed to make peace only on the basis of restoring their

sovereignty to states deprived of their independence and not to be parties to

(juridical)

C-1950 Churchill (C) the means of our salvation: No one can contend that

sovereignty will be affected by our participation in the discussions in (domestic)

C-1953 Freeman (C) years ago had given them the right to infringe our national

sovereignty? Yet that is exactly the claim which the Prime Minister has (domestic)
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Appendix B: Concordance lines from the 1970s

C-1970 Godber (C) is that there can be no question of any transfer of sovereignty

against the wishes of the islanders (juridical)

L-1972 Duke (C) other countries; it is a sharing of other people's sovereignty and a

pooling of our own: No doubt, my Lords (supranational)

L-1971 Blyton (C) are doing will result in the surrender of much of our sovereignty

and democratic political independence: Inevitably it will (supranational)

C-1978 Meyer (L) of course, and it is one that we avoid: We regard absolute

sovereignty as one of the evils of the world today: Many nations have set their

(deconstructive)

L-1975 Wodehouse (L) and extremist elements to wreak havoc with our

Parliamentary sovereignty  and democracy: This opportunity has, alas! been given

(Parliamentary)

C-1978 Silkin (L) unlikely event of its happening, this House has the ultimate

sovereignty and can deal with the matter then (Parliamentary)

C-1977 Powell (L) and still retain the unity of the kingdom expressed in the

sovereignty and the legislative competence of this House of Commons: Just in

(Parliamentary)

C-1977 Thorpe (L) that this would be unlikely to happen unless and until the

sovereignty and independence of Israel were first recognized by the Arab (juridical)

C-1970 Barners (L) which we have heard so much today, about Nigeria's sovereignty

and independence misses the point: Of course Nigeria is a (juridical )

C-1972 Johnston (C) sought to distinguish between what he described as

peripheral sovereignty and inner core sovereignty: He criticised the arguments which

(theoretical)
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C-1979 Rowlands (C) the demersal catches by other countries in the waters under

our sovereignty and jurisdiction up to the 200-mile limit have increased from

(juridical)

C-1974 Davies (L) they will be the cause of the abandonment or loss

of sovereignty by the nation States involved: But they respond to the needs

(domestic)

C-1978 Smith (L) a little less concerned than he is about a loss of sovereignty by the

United Kingdom: The main point about a directive of (domestic)

C-1972 Longden (C) whole purpose is to attempt to retain some part of the

sovereignty by which they set such store: The hon: and learned Member (domestic)

C-1971 Sandys (C) sovereignty and independence are one and the same thing: But

sovereignty does not by itself confer independence: We may enjoy the legal

(theoretical)

C-1971 Glyn (C) Our monarchy is safe, supreme and respected: However,

sovereignty does not consist only of a monarch: It consists also of (Parliamentary)

L-1973 Onslow (C) of Germany and the Seven Kingdoms of the Heptarchy: The

sovereignty lost by and Bradford would be balanced by the share of  (juridical)

C-1977 Abse (L) a handful of civil servants; that we are undermining the sovereignty

of Parliament: At the same time, we are ready voluntarily (Parliamentary)

L-1974 Davies (L) our Constitutional function: But worse than that our sovereignty

is in danger: The Select Committee drew our attention to the (domestic)

C-1972 Bell (C) House: This is often represented as an illustration of the sovereignty

of Parliament: It is in effect the death knell of Parliament (Parliamentary)

C-1977 Smith (L) is not: We do not have to provide for the sovereignty of

Parliament: It is in existence already (Parliamentary)

C-1972 Peart (C) the directives which flow from it: We are discussing the

sovereignty of Parliament: I have been reading the controversy in the (Parliamentary)
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C-1975 Raison (L) promote such a procedure when the rule of law and the

sovereignty of parliamentary government are under challenge on many sides

(Parliamentary)

L-1978 Davies (L) of exaggerated, eccentric and capricious promises was when the

sovereignty of the United Kingdom was pruned and the loyal Commonwealth was

(juridical)

C-1974 Ridley (L) outsiders? To those who have strong feelings about handing our

sovereignty over to Brussels I would say that the risk of handing it (supranational )

C-1975 Alison (L) Parliament has effectively acknowledged a higher source of

sovereignty than its own in the shape of the popular referendum that we (contractual)

L-1972 Nugent (C) action: I have deliberately eschewed the use of the emotional

word "sovereignty", since it means so many different things to so many different

(theoretical)

C-1971 Albu (C) Friend the Member for Stepney referred to the loss of economic

sovereignty: The word "sovereignty", whether economic or political, (domestic)

C-1971 Powell (C) side issue, something barely relevant: Then on the matter of

sovereignty: There is here a confusion of language and of thought: Of course

(theoretical)

C-1978 Ross (L) monetary system that will mean an erosion of our economic

sovereignty? Will he ensure that we have a free vote on this (domestic)
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Appendix C: Concordance lines from the 1990s

C-1998 Jenkin (L) become an empty shell: The amendments could make

Parliament's sovereignty a supremacy that it dare not exercise in defiance of the

Scottish (Parliamentary)

C-1998 Rammell (L) The crux of the matter is that if pooling some sovereignty

allows us greater control over our economic affairs and the (supranational)

L-1993 Simon (C) again that here we are handing over another part of our

sovereignty and another part of our independence: I urge Members on all

(supranational)

C-1996 Stephen (C) cultural differences and constitutional theories of sovereignty

and go for it: But I am not in a (theoretical)

C-1993 Robertson (L) same opportunities: Some of those who believe in

parliamentary sovereignty and campaigned against the Maastricht treaty have done

so only (Parliamentary)

C-1991 Hume (C) and independence have changed their meaning: It is now pooled

sovereignty and interdependence: Therefore, the reasons used by those (theoretical)

L-1997 Stoddart (L) of Vernham Dean My Lords, British policy is: to support the

sovereignty and independence of the Baltic states; to encourage them to continue

(juridical)

L-1998 Tebbit (L) speech, nor indeed his: I say only this: sovereignty cannot be

pooled; it lies in one place or another (theoretical)

C-1997 Goodlad (L) on whether the Prime Minister plans to attend the transfer of

sovereignty ceremonies in Hong Kong? Will an early statement be made on

(juridical)

C-1992 Ashdown (C) right to give away sovereignty that it does not possess:

Sovereignty comes from the people: I believe that there should be a (contractual)
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L-1997 Drummond (L) on defence and foreign affairs we have in degree ceded our

sovereignty deliberately and rightly: The same is necessary in relation to a

(supranational)

C-1995 MacShane (C) follow him: I am pro-European because I want to

reclaim sovereignty for our people: In political philosophy, it is the people

(contractual)

C-1991 Home R (C) nationalism expressed by people who want to cling to total

sovereignty for the United Kingdom is rather like the arguments we hear from

(domestic)

C-1998 Stevenson (L) planned interest rates of 15 percent: The argument about

sovereignty is hollow in the modern world in which we live, with (deconstructive)

C-1994 Shore (C) goals: There is a great difference between claiming

that sovereignty is absolute power, which it is not, and that it (theoretical)

L-1997 McAllion (L) party of the noble Baroness the Minister, who believe that the

sovereignty of this Parliament is the essential part of our constitution: I believe

(Parliamentary)

C-1998 McCartney (L) of the Government of Ireland Act 1920, which asserted the

sovereignty of this Parliament over all persons, matters, and things in (Parliamentary)

C-1990 Lloyd (C) that European political institutions will be given power and

sovereignty only when national political institutions cannot do the job?

(supranational)

L-1992 Stoddart (C) shall pay: One either believes in Parliament and Parliamentary

sovereignty or one does not: I happen to believe in it (Parliamentary)

C-1996 Stephen (C) the single currency: "Is it worth giving up the sovereignty

that would be involved in joining a single currency to reap some (supranational)

L-1995 Lester (C) the European Court over Parliament, as they did, they transferred

sovereignty to Strasbourg: This Bill transfers sovereignty back to Parliament to

(supranational)
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L-1999 Waddington (L) tax, and how much, is the bedrock of national

sovereignty, one of the hallmarks of a free independent nation: The (domestic)

C-1997 Ainger (C) Secretary's view that joining EMU would mean a loss of

sovereignty, or does he agree with the head of Toyota and the (domestic)

C-1995 MacDonald (C) in resolutions 820 and 836: UN resolution 836 reaffirmed

the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of the (juridical)

C-1994 Jenkin (C) all have written constitutions, which defend their national

sovereignty: In France the Conseil d'État, and in Germany (domestic)

L-1993 Eden (C) preserve Hong Kong's way of life and success while transferring

sovereignty: That is a unique and difficult task best carried out together (juridical)

C-1990 Thatcher (C) influential with sterling, and it is an expression of our

sovereignty: This Government believe in the pound sterling (domestic)

C-1998 Dalyell (L) and renamed "the Westminster Parliament's preservation of

sovereignty "subsection, or the "appeasement of the Home Office" (Parliamentary)

C-1996 Straw (C) that the European convention on human rights challenged our

sovereignty: We, as a Parliament, voluntarily agreed to sign the (domestic)

L-1991 Joynson H (C) We are not considering some academic concept of

sovereignty: We have freely pooled sovereignty in the past whenever we (theoretical)


